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From: Lara Johnstone | To: USA v A Bundy et al: David Fry & Family
CC: EoP App: James Cartwright & Thomas Brown
Sent: Saturday, March 05, 2016 5:52 PM
Subject: David Fry & Fry Family; CC: EoP App: Re EoP Amicus Request; RE: WiP Case No. 16-MJ-00006:
USA v A Bundy et al

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Saturday, March 05, 2016 5:52 PM
To: 'Hoevet Olson Howes PC: Per C Olson'; 'Ron Hoevet'; 'Celia Howes'; 'Megan McVicar'; 'Ann Gregory';
'Klermont 4 Kids'
Cc: 'General James Cartwright USMC Ret.'; 'LtCol Thomas Brown USAF'
Subject: David Fry & Fry Family; CC: EoP App: Re EoP Amicus Request; RE: WiP Case No. 16-MJ-00006:
USA v A Bundy et al

TO: USA v Aamon Bundy et al: David Fry & Fry Family
CC: EoP Applicants: James Cartwright & Thomas Brown
David Fry & Fry Family:
David Fry Counsel: Per C Olson
Hoevet Olson Howes PC
1000 SW Broadway Suite 1500
Portland OR 97205
Hoevet Olson Howes PC: Per C Olson (per@hoevetlaw.com); Ron Hoevet (ron@hoevetlaw.com);
Celia Howes (celia@hoevetlaw.com); Megan McVicar (megan@hoevetlaw.com); Ann Gregory
(ann@hoevetlaw.com)
David Fry Father: William R Fry Jr
Blanchester OH 45107; Warren Co
Via Klermont 4 Kids & Adults 2
Business Manager: William Fry Jr
497 West Main St Batavia OH 45103
Klermont 4 Kids (klermont4kids@roadrunner.com)
Ref: Oregonian: Judge orders David Fry to remain in custody, citing prolonged role in refuge
takeover.
EoP Applicants:
General James Cartwright USMC Ret. (jcartwright@nobleenergyinc.com); LtCol Thomas Brown
USAF (thomas.brown.6@us.af.mil)
David Fry & Fry Family:
EoP Amicus Request; RE: WiP Case No. 16-MJ-00006: USA v A Bundy et al: David Fry
& Fry Family
Please find below a copy of my 04 February 2016 correspondence to USA v Ammon Bundy et al:
Subject: EoP Amicus Request; RE: WiP Case No. 16-MJ-00006: USA v A Bundy et al; in the
event that the other counsel and/or accused have not informed David Fry’s counsel and/or
family of the EoP Amicus Request; for their response.

A copy of all Ecology of Peace correspondence; during and subsequent to the Malheur
occupation; and the referenced EoP Amicus Request; and correspondence subsequent thereto;
can be found at: EoP Applicants NWO negotiations: USA v Aamon Bundy et al [PDF]
A copy of this correspondence shall be included in: (i) EoP Applicants [PDF]: James Cartwright
& Thomas Brown; (ii) EoP Axis: USA v Ammon Bundy et al [PDF].
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

______________________________________
From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2016 3:39 AM | 4:37 AM
To: 'Ethan Knight'; 'Geoffrey Barrow'; 'Arnold Law: Mike Arnold'; 'Adam Shelton'; 'Janet Holcomb';
'Thomas Coan'; 'Amy Baggio'; 'Lisa Hay'
Cc: 'Lee Arthur Rice'; 'Milwaukee Sheriff: David Clark'; 'Dwight L & Susan A Hammond'; 'Joaquin Mariano
DeMoreta-Folch'; 'Burns Paiute Tribe: Anna DeBoard'; 'Jason Fenton'; 'Linda Beaver'; 'Mark Creighton';
'Jason Kesling'; 'Steve Russel'; 'Think Like a Horse: Rick Gore'; 'Rutherford Institute: John W. Whitehead';
'Indian Country Today: Editor'; 'Oregonian: Mark Katches'; 'Therese Bottomly'; 'Aimee Green'; 'Rebecca
Woolington'; 'Everton Bailey'; 'Mark Graves'; 'Maxine Bernstein'; 'Kansas City Star: Judy Thomas';
'Southern Legal Resource Center: Kirk Lyons'; 'Joaquin Mariano DeMoreta-Folch'; 'Michael A Hoffman';
'Northwest Front: Harold Covington'; 'Three Percenter Mike Vanderboegh' | 'Dwight L & Susan A
Hammond'
Subject: EoP Amicus Request; RE: WiP Case No. 16-MJ-00006: USA v A Bundy et al

TO: USA v Aamon Bundy et al:
CC: Masonic US Constitution: Sovereign Citizen Common Law & Indian Tribal Law
Advocates & Layman Practioners:
CC: USA v A Bundy proceedings & Anti-Occult Slavery Christianity origins sources
USA v Aamon Bundy et al:
Prosecutors: Assistant U.S. Attorney's: Ethan Knight (ethan.knight@usdoj.gov); Geoffrey
Barrow (geoffrey.barrow@usdoj.gov); Defendants & Counsel: Aamon Bundy: Arnold Law: Mike
Arnold (mike@arnoldlawfirm.com); Adam Shelton (adam@arnoldlawfirm.com); Janet Holcomb
(JHolcomb@arnoldlawfirm.com); Pete Santili: Thomas Coan (tom@tomcoan.com); Joseph
O'Shaughnessy: Amy Baggio (amy@baggiolaw.com); Ryan Payne: Lisa Hay (lisa_hay@fd.org)
CC: Masonic US Constitution: Sovereign Citizen Common Law & Indian Tribal Law
Advocates & Layman Practioners:
Lee Arthur Rice (leearice2@gmail.com); Milwaukee Sheriff: David Clark
(Sheriff@milwaukeecountywi.gov); Dwight L & Susan A Hammond
(hri.susan.hammon@gmail.com); Joaquin Mariano DeMoreta-Folch
(joaquin@eternalrefuge.com); Burns Paiute Tribe: Anna DeBoard (Anna.DeBoard@burnspaiutensn.gov); Jason Fenton (Jason.fenton@burnspaiute-nsn.gov); Linda Beaver
(linda.beaver@burnspaiute-nsn.gov); Mark Creighton (mark.creighton@burnspaiute-nsn.gov);

Jason Kesling (Jason.kesling@burnspaiute-nsn.gov); Steve Russel (swrussel@indiana.edu) |
Dwight L & Susan A Hammond (hri.susan.hammond@gmail.com)
CC: USA v A Bundy proceedings & Anti-Occult Slavery Christianity origins sources:
Think Like a Horse: Rick Gore (horsyguy@yahoo.com); Rutherford Institute: John W.
Whitehead (johnw@rutherford.org); Indian Country Today: Editor (editor@ictmn.com);
Oregonian: Mark Katches (mkatches@oregonian.com); Therese Bottomly
(tbottomly@oregonian.com); Aimee Green (agreen@oregonian.com); Rebecca Woolington
(rwoolington@oregonian.com); Everton Bailey ( ebailey@oregonian.com); Mark Graves
(mgraves@oregonian.com); Maxine Bernstein (mbernstein@oregonian.com); Kansas City Star:
Judy Thomas (jthomas@kcstar.com); Southern Legal Resource Center: Kirk Lyons (slrc@slrccsa.org); Joaquin Mariano DeMoreta-Folch (joaquin@eternalrefuge.com); Michael A Hoffman
(hoffman@revisionisthistory.org); Northwest Front: Harold Covington (nwnet@earthlink.net);
Three Percenter Mike Vanderboegh (georgemason1776@aol.com)
[Ref: Rutherford Institute and The Oregonion: Federal Judge affirms release of Joseph
O'Shaughnessy, delays decision on Pete Santilli and; Indian Country Today: Oregon Shootout
and Cowboy lawyers; Kansas City Star: Experts: Oregon standoff may be small, but it’s just the
tip of a growing militia iceberg; Harold Covington: Radio Free Northwest: 28 Jan: HAC reports
on Harney County; Sipsey St Irregulars: Perfect timing for the regime. Federal provocateurs,
sociopaths and idiots with a John Brown complex are writing checks that they expect the rest of
us to cash in our blood; Michael Hoffman: Secret Societies and Psychological Warfare]

EoP Amicus Request; RE: WiP Case No. 16-MJ-00006: USA v A Bundy et al
I am writing to request the fully informed consent of Prosecutors and Defendants; for their
written permission to file an Ecology of Peace culture Amicus Curiae brief to the court, for the
consideration of the Judge and Jury; in your AnthroCorpocentric ‘Who is the accurate master
interpreter of the Masonic War is Peace US constitution’ resource war dispute: Monopoly of
Force –v– Sovereign Citizen Common Law.
“Aamon Bundy channels the bloody ghost of John Brown” -- Mike Vanderboegh: Perfect timing
for the regime. Federal provocateurs, sociopaths and idiots with a John Brown complex are
writing checks that they expect the rest of us to cash in our blood.
“I have to admit that I am starting to see some method beneath all the theater and symbolism
that is going on at Malheur. It looks like they are starting to put into practice some of this
sovereign citizen legal stuff; that our people have been talking about for years on paper; but
which nobody ever paid any attention to; because it was all talk and no guns backing it up. And
the foundation of all law is a credible monopoly of armed force; in order for the king or president
or high priest or whatever to make other people do what he tells them to do; and not what they
want to do. Once that is broken; all things are possible; as I learned from personal observation
in Ireland. Well, now the Common Law and Sovereign Citizen types finally have a few guns
backing them up; and they are at least trying to get real about it. The Malheur men are creating
what is called a Common Law Grand Jury; which has no actual legal standing according to the
media; but as we all know from many years of living in the dictatorship ourselves; legal
standing means men with guns who will do what somebody says to enforce the law or an order;
and now for the first time in this country; the good guys begin to get a glimmer of that; a feint
glimmer; and it may flicker out; but its there. The Malheur militia men have chosen a man from
Florida named Joaquin Mariano DeMoreta-Folch; who I never heard of before, but is apparently
well known in Tea Party circles. According to the main stream media, for what they're worth;

this guy DeMoreta is a quote unquote 'long time proponent of convening secret citizens panels to
indict goverment officials'. Kind of like the medieval German Vehmgericht. Of course the
Vehmic courts had men with swords and daggers who would come in the night and actually
enforce the tribunal's decrees. Mr DeMoreta is said to be their common law judge; and they will
presumably be indicting assorted officials from the dictatorship and its multi-agencies under
Common Law; which will be good theater if nothing else; since the presence of arms and
ammunition at the Refuge may forestall the Dictatorship use of force to silence them. At least
for a while.” – Harold Covington: Radio Free Northwest: 28 Jan: HAC reports on Harney
County.
The EoP Amicus will provide the court with alternative Ecocentric Ecology of Peace social
contract option legal arguments deemed too far reaching for emphasis by parties intent on
winning their particular Masonic War is Peace cases.
The EoP Amicus will argue that the court should support any human factory farming slavery
enslavement John Brown, William Wilberforce, Frederick Douglass, Noel Ignatiev or Thomas
Sankara abolitionist; willing to legally and publicly confront the phallic human sacrifice War is
Peace ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’
foundation of our secular or theocratic – capitalist, communist, libertarian, socialist, Christian,
Muslim, Catholic, Buddhist, etc – religions and national social contract constitutions; to engage
in a legal discussion about options to cooperation with national and international authorities to
– hopefully nonviolently – implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract that
requires all the worlds citizens from all races, classes, religions and cultures to procreate and
consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
Put succinctly if possibly offensively to those who prefer sycophancy and flattery to the truth,
the whole truth and nothing but the truth: Human Factory Farming Slavery abolitionists;
should be entitled to a free and fair civilian or military trial by an impartial court of Masonic
Judges capable of hearing constructive criticism about the fuck up that is their Masonic War is
Peace cult social contract religion; irrespective of whether there is only one village idiot on the
planet who has such heretical Ecology of Peace anti-occult human factory farming beliefs, or
whether there were only a handful of people on the planet who supported their heretical antioccult human factory farming beliefs.
The EoP Amicus shall provide an updated version of the argument filed on behalf of among
others Michael Adebolajo and Michael Adebowale, Beate Zschape and Wouter Basson; namely
that Aamon Bundy et al, are simply low-level left/right, white/black, Muslim/Christian EthnicConflict foot-soldier symptoms of the Masonic War is Peace -- 'War is a Masonic Breeding Slaves
and Cannon Fodder Fertility Religion for Human Sacrifice and Profit Racket' – international
law social contract; and that the charges against Aamon Bundy et al should be dismissed if
Aamon Bundy et al provide the court and National Security authorities; with their fully
informed consent unconditional Ecology of Peace cooperator written agreement Oath.

Amicus means ‘A Friend of the Court’.
An Amicus brief is usually filed by an individual not directly involved in the case; or who has
information and evidence relevant to the case; or legal principles; which can provide the court
with greater context to issues relevant to the case; which have not been brought to the attention
of the court by either party; too intent on fighting to win their respective cases; by proving
themselves ‘right’ and their opponents ‘wrong’.

As detailed the EoP application for Certiorari in the matter of Alien v Reporters Committee for
Freedom of the Press: Amicus filings have substantially affected the development of
considerable Supreme Court substantive jurisprudence, figuring prominently in many
landmark opinions. Several empirical studies have ascertained that Amicus briefs have
significantly influenced the Justices’ determinations to grant petitions for writs of certiorari and
the underlying Supreme Court decisions on the merits. Most judges and lawyers think Amicus
briefs can provide valuable assistance to the Court in its deliberations; such as presenting an
argument or citing authorities not found in the briefs of the parties, and these materials can
occasionally play a critical role in the Court's rationale for a decision. Amicus briefs can provide
important technical or background information which the parties have not supplied;
consequently Amicus participation can critically improve judicial decision-making. Amicus
involvement may also enhance court transparency, judicial accountability, and the legitimacy
and public acceptability of appellate substantive determinations regarding controversial
questions. Promoting Amicus access to courts also fosters important first amendment values,
such as freedom of speech and the right to petition.

EoP Amicus Summary: EoP Root Cause Problem Solving Option for USA v
Aamon Bundy et al’s ‘Who is the accurate master interpreter of the
Masonic War is Peace US constitution’ resource war dispute: Monopoly of
Force –v– Sovereign Citizen Common Law:
Ecology of Peace Applicants Legal Guerrilla Warfare:
The purpose of the Ecology of Peace Applicants educational and legal guerrilla warfare
campaign is to nonviolently de-industrialize and reduce consumption and procreation to
ecological carrying capacity limits; by implementing an Ecology of Peace international law social
contract; that requires all the world’s citizens to procreate and consume below ecological
carrying capacity limits; and consequently holds breeding and/or consumption scarcity
combatants accountable for their ‘Crimes of Aggression Acts of War’. Put simply in terms of
ICC Prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampos red/green light international law analogy; individuals
breeding and/or consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits should be considered guilty
of procreation/consumption crimes of aggression acts of war; i.e. have crossed the red light.
The Ecology of Peace culture’s definition of ‘crimes of aggression acts of war’ is as follows: “Any
individual who is found guilty of advocating on behalf of, legislating, enforcing, or obeying any –
cultural, religious, common, statutory, constitutional, or international – ‘scarcity combatant’
social contract; which enables or advocates on behalf of human procreation, consumption or
production of resources that transgress ecological carrying capacity limits, is guilty of the ‘crime
of aggression act of war’.”
Carrying Capacity Sustainability: I=PAT Equation:
For activities to be genuinely sustainable it must be possible for them to continue indefinitely.
The impact of humanity on the environment and the demands that people place on the
resources available on the planet can be summarized by what is known as the Ehrlich or IPAT
equation, I=PAT. I = impact on the environment or demand for resources, P = population size, A
= affluence and T = technology. The two most important conclusions deriving from this IPAT

footprint relationship are that: (i) the Earth can support only a limited number of people, at a
certain level of affluence, in a sustainable manner; and (ii) Population and Consumption must
be reduced to below carrying capacity.
An individuals IPAT footprint is a result of: (A) Consumption Footprint multiplied by (B)
Procreation Factor.
Consumption Footprint: Consumption footprint calculators are based upon Global Footprint
Application Standards, and calculate an individuals consumption footprint based upon various
questions about their consumption lifestyle’s; and provide a final consumption footprint in
global hectares which is the individual’s ‘consumption footprint’; i.e. the amount of global
productive land required for the production of products the individual consumes. Consumption
Footprint calculators can be found at among others: Global Footprint Network; Earth Day;
Center for Sustainable Economy; EcoCampus.
Global Footprint concepts were developed by among others: Dr. Mathis Wackernagel; Dr.
William Rees; Dr. Herman Daly and the Global Footprint Network Standards Committee is one
of two committees overseeing scientific review procedures and standards for Footprint
calculations.
Procreation Factor: According to the research of Paul Murtaugh: A parent increases their
consumption footprint by a factor of 20 for every child procreated.
Carrying Capacity aka Biocapacity Limits: “The maximum number of individuals that can
be supported sustainably by a given environment is known as its ‘carrying capacity’. Worldwide
the total amount of biologically productive land and sea amounts to 12 billion global hectares
(gha); or 1.8 gha each if divided by 6.7 billion each. Guerrylla Laws are drawn up in accordance
with the proactive conservation policies of Bhutan, who set aside 40% of their biologically
productive to be returned to its natural state, for other species and wildlife conservation
purposes; then that means that the total amount of biologically productive carrying capacity
land available to humans is 60% of 12 billion; which amounts to 7.2 billion gha total; or 60% of
1.8 gha, which is 1 gha each.
Population factor is relevant, because the more humans there are, the less biologically
productive land there is for everyone else.
For example:
Biocapacity limits of 6.7, 3.5, 1 Billion, 500, 250 & 100 Million humans: 7.2 billion global
hectares of biologically productive land and water divided by (a) 6.7 billion humans, equals: 1.07
gha each; (b) 3.5 billion equals 2.05 gha each; (c) 1 billion equals 7.2 gha each; (d) 500 million
equals 14.4 gha each; (e) 250 million equals 28.8 gha; (f) 100 million equals 72 gha each.

Mother Nature’s Fine Print:
“Education is when you read the fine print. Experience is what you get if you don't.” - Pete
Seeger; AvantGardens.

Put simply the motto of an Ecology of Peace international law social contract can be
summarized as following:
Ecology of Peace factual reality simple justice legal language terminology:
Ecology of Peace Facts Reality: (a) Earth is not flat; (b) Earth renewable and non-renewable
resources are finite; (c) When humans breed or consume above ecological carrying capacity
limits, it results in resource conflict; (d) To sustainably protect and conserve natural resources
in accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict national and
international inter-cultural, racial and religious resource war conflict; humans must reform
and/or abolish the Masonic War is Peace international law social contract; and cooperate to
implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract that restricts all the worlds
citizens, from all races, religions and classes; to breed and consume below ecological carrying
capacity limits.
In God’s ‘Religions of Peace’ commandment language terminology:
“Humans who are members of Religions of Peace shall advocate on behalf of, legislate, enforce
and obey laws which support the implementation of an international law social contract that
require humans from all races, religions, classes and cultures to procreate and consume below
ecological carrying capacity limits.”
In David Eden Lane’s ‘14 words’ terminology:
“Humans – from whatever race, religion, class or culture – who value responsible freedom,
honour, justice and their racial, religious or cultural posterity; must cooperate to legally protect
the natural capital foundation of all life for all species; by implementing an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract; that restricts all of earths citizens procreation and
consumption to below ecological carrying capacity limits; thereby securing the indefinite
existence future of earth’s natural capital foundation and by extension the resource foundation
for all responsible freedom cooperating humans from all races, classes, and religions.”
In EoP Axis Ishmael Earth First – In a race war; I’m on the side of the bears –radicalconservative-redbutton speak Nature Bats Last terminology:
“If the economy / your bible / Koran / Torah / Talmud / Masonic Constitution is more important
to you than the environment; try holding your breath; while you count your money / read your
bible / Koran / Torah / Talmud / Masonic Constitution; and tell me what is more important to
your survival: protecting the ecological natural capital foundation of life: our air, water and food
by implementing an international social contract that restricts everyone’s breeding and
consumption to ecological carrying capacity limits; so that all species on Earth can continue
breathing, drinking clean water; and having organic food to eat; or counting your money /
reading your Bible / Koran / Torah / Talmud / Masonic Constitution.” – amended quote of Guy
McPherson; who coined the term ‘Near Term Extinction’ [NTE] which he writes about on his
blog: Nature Bats Last.

Honourable civil factual reality problem solving focused; legal race war
conversation:

If there is to be a civil war conversation that we have not had before; let it be a legal verbal In
Your Face honourable one.
If we have any desire to create an alternative future, it is only going to happen through a shift
in our language. If we want a change in culture, for example, the work is to change the
conversation–or, more precisely, to have a legal conversation that we have not had before, one
that has the power to create something new in the world. [Werner Erhard: Culture change
requires a conversation we have not had before]
“Unlike plagues of the dark ages or contemporary diseases we do not yet understand, the
modern plague of overpopulation is soluble by means we have discovered and with resources we
possess. What is lacking is not sufficient knowledge of the solution but universal consciousness
of the gravity of the problem and education of the billions who are its victims. The only way our
overpopulation and overconsumption problems can be solved. First the white man and the black
man have to be able to sit down at the same table. The white man has to be able to feel free to
speak his mind without worrying about hurting the feelings of the negro. The socalled negro has
to feel free to speak his mind without worrying about hurting the feelings of the white man. The
soldiers have to be able to feel free to speak their minds without worrying about hurting the
feelings of the civilians. The civilians have to feel free to speak their minds without hurting the
feelings of the soldiers. Then they can bring the EoP v WiP issues that are under the rug out on
top of the table and take an intelligent approach to get the problem solved” [Amended: Martin
Luther King: Margaret Sanger Human Rights Award Acceptance Speech 1966; Malcolm X:
Make it Plain]
In Garrett Hardin’s: Living on a Lifeboat and Lifeboat Ethics: The Case Against Helping the
Poor; the basic access to resources leadership decision was ‘nations resource lifeboat is not full
yet, whom of those drowning in the water; should we give the opportunity to get into our
national lifeboat; and whom should we just allow to drown’. In US Army’s Equal Opportunity
Leaders Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics course; while not explicitly stated in the course material;
that – in terms of ecological overshoot resource depletion tipping points and resource conflict –
all nations on Earth’s resource lifeboats are not only full; but shrinking so now the decision is
not ‘whom to let in’ but ‘whom should be removed from the lifeboat aka national genepool; how
should they be removed; how many should be removed; by whom and when should they be
removed’? [EoP v WiP NWO negotiations PDF: US Army Reserve Command Ft Bragg NC]
Are USA v Aamon Bundy parties willing to change the conversation; to have a conversation that
has not been had before; to have a conversation about – ecological overshoot resource depletion
tipping points and resource conflict – national resource shrinking lifeboats decision-making
about ‘whom should be removed from the lifeboat aka national genepool; how should they be
removed; how many should be removed; by whom and when should they be removed’?
Do you sincerely want a change in Masonic War is Peace divide and conquer rule of force –
pretend we give a fuck about economic inequality; psycho-social resource conflict conformity
pressures; climate change, food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl,
traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population, species
extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, corporate and political corruption; nation states
standing army or dissident guerrilla army ‘terrorism’ resource war military aggression, etc;
while doing sweet fuck all about the root ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for
ecological carrying capacity limits’ international law social contract clauses – culture?

For a comparative difference between Ecology of Peace ‘responsible freedom’ and War is Peace
‘slavery freedumb’ definitions; see: EoP v WiP culture War » original MILED signup page.

EoP Commonsism Responsible Freedom & WiP Slavery Freedumb:
Ecology of Peace Commonsism Responsible Freedom: To choose to be responsible by choosing to
breed and consume below carrying capacity limits; and relate socio-culturally in terms of
Voluntarist fully informed consenting agreements; to benefit from the (a) resource abundance
ability to live a self sufficient sustainable lifestyle; and (b) freedom of association Voluntarist
principles allowing all to engage in their own personal searches for meaning; without moralistic
busybodies coercively asserting their political correct or other moralistic ideologies upon
everyone. Essentially allowing all citizens to do whatever they want as long as (a) they breed
and consume below carrying capacity; and (b) engage in fully informed consensual activities.
Masonic War is Peace Motarded Rat Race Slavery Freedumb: The seething energies of lucifer
freedumb to obey the 'inalienable [freedumb slavery] right' to breed and consume above carrying
capacity limits; denying personal responsibility for the human factory farming organized
violence conquer and culling racism, sexism, nationalism, socialism, capitalism, nazism,
islamism, zionism, corporatism, stalinism, human sacrifice culling, etc consequences; as people
are motivated beyond retardation (motarded) to choose to join one or other ideological, religious,
racial or cultural tribe to engage in resource war thieving to accumulate more resources to grow
their tribe to enable it to protect itself from another tribes organized violence resource war
thieving.

Summary: Ecology of Peace & War is Peace history:
[Caveat: Please Note: Michael Hoffman has not yet confirmed his willingness to be a legal
expert witness about his claims – documented in Secret Societies and Psychological Warfare –
that the origin of Christianity was a revolt against occult Babylonian human sacrifice practices
resulting from totalitarian agriculture population pressures.]
Since the beginning of humans (whatever you believe that beginning to be) humans lived in
nomadic hunter gatherer tribes, like the Bushmen, Aborigine’s, etc. Male duties were to hunt
and protect the tribe. Women’s duties were to forage and nurture the young. Both men and
women contributed to the tribe’s economic resources and duties, hence power was shared
reasonably equally. Tribes were concerned about not overbreeding; since such overbreeding
resulted in the resources in a territory being depleted quicker, and less resources for the rest of
the tribe; requiring them to move to new territories. After three million years of humans living
like hunter gatherers, it is estimated that the human population at the beginning of the
Neolithic period was around ten million. This period of humans living in harmony with nature
would be the story of the Garden of Eden; and the story of Cain and Abel.
Then things changed very quickly for the tribes who invented totalitarian agriculture. Women
invented agriculture, resulting from their close association and experimentation with seeds and
plants, in their role as foragers. This change occurred because some tribes started practicing a
particular form of ‘surplus agriculture’ (hereinafter referred to as ‘totalitarian agriculture’)
where farmers grew large surpluses of stored food.

The consolidation of agriculture results in the centralization of political power: cities &
civilization. Before the discovery of oil and coal, the practice of totalitarian agriculture farming
was far more labour intensive than hunting and subsistence farming; so men took over
agriculture; and women were now relegated to being brood sows, to breed economic and cannon
fodder: children to work in the fields or be soldiers. Surplus food meant that some members of
the tribe could now work in other specialized fields: soldiers, clerks, etc; and also that the tribes
could grow their tribes population. World population doubled in three thousand years; and
again in only two thousand years. It jumped from ten million to fifty million—probably eighty
percent of them being practitioners of totalitarian agriculture. It was getting crowded. [
Sources: Guns, Germs & Steel | Eve’s Seed: Religious Ecological Illiteracy | Story of B |
Agriculture & Civilization | City & Civilizations | Totalitarian agriculture | Human Factory
Farming: Story of our Enslavement]
EoP interpretation of Bible: Adam and Eve’s apple story represents Eve teaching Adam
occult ‘sexual breeding war and capital resource accumulation war’ knowledge. In occult Gnostic
teaching the sickle symbolizes Saturn, or the Demiurgos, their operating engineer of the
universe; or the Mason’s civilization God Architect. The sickle’s symbology involves the
deliberate manipulation of nature through farming practices to produce surpluses for the ego
sociopolitical or economic profits status of man. The farming of plants quickly evolved to the
farming of humans; the process of deliberately encouraging overbreeding to increase sociopolitical or economic status profits from direct or indirect — debt or welfare dependency —
slavery. The harvesting of plants quickly evolved to the harvesting of humans; through human
sacrifice. It was at such a time that Christianity emerged, who were people who wished to rid
their communities of the occult priesthood and their occult fertility human sacrifice rituals; and
return to simpler ways of living in harmony with nature. Saturnian occult magicians were
overthrown by Celtic Christianity's gospel of simplicity.
In Secret Societies and Psychological Warfare, Michael Hoffman documents his
interpretation of Christianity’s origins as a people who were opposing the occult Babylonian
human sacrifice practices resulting from totalitarian agriculture population pressures:
“This revolution marks the end of man's Edenic relationship with the natural world.
Hence forward man is alienated from nature by means of the Saturnian "scythe"
which symbolizes the sense of separation from God's natural creation that man
experienced after the Fall. Man began his peregrination away from Eden through his
conceit that he would "become as god." Yet, as soon as he left the Divine Plan for the
occult process his stated bjective became the Kabbalistic tikkun olam or "repair of
the world," via the intervention and imposition of human brain power—the very egomaniacal device that caused the separation from God's natural Eden in the first
place.”
[..] "But as cities expand these limitations become more onerous and neglected with
the result that, in the language of apocalypse, the ...city becomes Babylon, the
parasitic whore and proceeds toward destruction. In this belief the... (traditional)
element in ancient Rome objected to... expansion beyond the original city boundaries,
considering it a breach of the foundation contract.
"Such counsels were of course ignored, and in consequence Rome, following the
career of all previous empires, became Babylon indeed... civilization tends to grow
more elaborate and to make ever greater demands on the earth that sustains it.
There comes a time when the old natural devotion to the earth... is exchanged for...

the desire to increase the products of the earth by artificially stimulating its fertility.
This stage is marked in history by the appearance of sun gods... divinities of reason,
intellect and centralized government, whose legends refer always to their victories
over dragons... (i.e. nature)." This policy of "artificially increasing the earth's fertility
and multiplying the gifts of its spirit, instead of accepting what is given by nature,"
is evident in the staking of the earth in symbolism, as is seen in the motif of the
knight spearing the dragon, which is sometimes viewed as the pinnacle of the victory
of light over dark.
But we should also be aware that there is an alternate, occult reading of this image.
This Arthurian symbol has been celebrated by pagans and Freemasons as a sign of
man's usurpation of natural creation. The staking process is seen by them as a
means to "pin down" the heretofore flowing character of the energy of creation, so as
to be harnessed and bled by Stonehenge-like technology, in order to give greater and
greater resources to man. Michell: "The appearance of the sun god signals the
introduction of a technology that aims to alter the natural channels of the earth
spirit and to stimulate its energies for the benefit of an increasingly large settled
population... From all that has recently been discovered about the scientific
knowledge and methods of the megalith builders, it appears that their system was in
the magical tradition of Egypt, Babylon and the ancient East... At Delphi, by
spearing the serpent and localizing its energies, Apollo raised the productivity of the
oracle... Every ancient standing stone is like the omphalos in the Temple of Apollo,
driven into the head of the telluric serpent current, fixing and augmenting the
(earth) energies which had formerly fluctuated.
"Yet in the end the system became onerous and ineffective, demanding at least as
much from the people as it gave in return... Here is revealed the inevitable betrayal
by any institutionalized system of technology of the people who have come to depend
on it... The land (had) become more productive, the people richer and more
numerous—until, under the influence of cyclical changes in the heavens, the flow of
spirit began to withdraw from the temples and take other paths.
"The latter-day priests, having neglected the principles of the old astronomical
science by which the temples were first sited and planned, and no longer sensitive to
the earth's spiritual energies, could only resort to more frantic invocations, attended
by ever increasing sacrifice, in attempts to repeat the former results. And thus
followed, as it has on many occasions and at many places over the world, a reaction
against the artificial and ever more futile proceedings of the magicians and a return
to simpler ways."
It is at this juncture in history that the pre-Christian people of Europe were
Christianized. The willingness of these hardy, comparatively far more natural and
attuned people than we moderns, to render themselves susceptible to Christianity is
misunderstood today.
The assumption is that Christianity simply deceived and coerced the hardy preChristian Europeans into the fold. But early Christians like St. Patrick were
accepted because they rid the pagan people of what Michell terms, "the final excesses
of a degenerate priesthood, whose altars demanded ever more sacrificial blood before
they could evoke response" from the "earth energies."

[..] So we observe that Saturn and his "golden age" architecture (both mental and
physical), came only after the end of Eden, after Saturn-Sirius had separated the
unity of heaven and earth by means of his fateful sickle.
Beginning of War is Peace War resulting from overbreeding and overconsuming:
In all of three million years, humans had never been crowded anywhere. But now the people of
practicing totalitarian agriculture were learning what it means to be crowded. Overworked,
overgrazed land was becoming less and less productive. There were more people, and they were
competing for dwindling resources; and people now began to organize their tribes into forms of
standing armies to fight for land or resources. The tribes first war-making machinery:
warlords—kings, princes, emperors and their nation states formed for the purpose of armed
defense and aggression. “It’s during this period that we see the standing army forged as the
monarch’s sword of power. Without a standing army, a king is just a windbag in fancy clothes.
But with a standing army, a king can impose his will on his enemies and engrave his name in
history—and absolutely the only names we have from this era are the names of conquering
kings. No scientists, no philosophers, no historians, no prophets, just conquerors. For the first
time in human history, the important people are the people with armies.”

Evolution of War is Peace War: Advancement and acquisition of Human and Military
Technology and Capital vs Breeding of Cannon Fodder:
In a battle between two armies with the same level of military skill and technology; generally
the bigger army wins. Many of history’s military conquerors have relied on simply growing
cannon fodder to slaughter on the battlefields to win their battles or wars. Some military
conquerors focused on improving their soldiers skills (psychological, physical, intellectual,
spiritual, etc) and technology (better armor, better swords, better chariots, better bows and
arrows, better scaling machines, better rams, better artillery, better guns, better tanks, better
planes, better bombs, better rockets, better nerve gas, better germs, better chemicals) .
Many times small armies with greater technological equipment and/or military tactical or
strategic skills won: such as Battle of Blood River, Gallipoli. [ Gallipoli: Mustafa Gemal
Attaturk ]
Michael A Hoffman: Secret Societies and Psychological Warfare:
This Protestant inquisition is seldom mentioned nowadays in keeping with the
masonic strategy of tarring only the Catholic Church with the brush of "inquisitor"
and thereby building up Protestanism as the exclusive "true Christianity." They
have presented this false picture to the world because Protestantism was the chosen
vehicle through which Freemasonry infiltrated Christianity. Protestants, not just
Catholics, persecuted and executed thousands of Anabaptists (the forerunners of
today's Mennonites and Amish). Michael Servetus, a dissenting mathematician, was
burned at the stake in Switzerland by Calvinists.
According to contemporary adherents of paganism, the 16th century covens of Wicca
sided with the Protestant Queen Elizabeth against the Catholics, in appreciation of
her having awarded Satanist John Dee, the founder of Freemasonry, high office in
her government (Howard Rheingold, "The Pentacle and the Wand," Whole Earth
Review, Spring, 1992, p. 61).

The French Revolution of 1789, or Reign of Terror as it is more appropriately known,
was a masonic war against the Catholic church and the Catholic people of France; a
war conducted with all the instruments of torture and all the atrocities of an
inquisition.
The masonic hanging judge, Jean-Baptiste Carrier, ordered the execution of 13,000
Catholics, who were drowned in the Loire River in boats specially designed for that
purpose. On Dec. 23, 1793, the masonic General Francois Westermann attacked the
Catholic village of Savenay, killing hundreds of Catholic women and children.
Westermann bragged that he had "trampled children under horses' feet and
massacred women who will no longer give birth to brigands."
In 1794, another of the generals of the French Revolution, the Freemason LouisMarie Turreau, ordered the slaughter of 109 Catholic children in the village of Lucssur-Boulogne. In the western section of France, in the area around Nantes known as
the Vendee, hundreds of thousands of Catholics were slaughtered by the masonic
government of the French Revolution. Thousands of their religious leaders were also
killed in Paris and other areas for their opposition to the suzerainty of the masonic
cryptocracy. A great deal has changed since then however. Today the Vatican is as
firmly in the pocket of the Freemasons as are many Protestant institutions.

WiP Resource Conflict: Initially economic, then political, and finally military
organized conflict.
Centuries of conflict over resources generated an international law social contract founded upon
Masonic phallic force (rule of force international treaties); that rewarded those who engage in
seething energies of lucifer breeding and consumption wars; which bribe their tribes members
to believe it is their 'inalienable [freedumb slavery] right' to breed and consume above carrying
capacity limits; while denying personal responsibility for the human factory farming organized
violence conquer and culling racism, sexism, nationalism, socialism, capitalism, nazism,
islamism, zionism, corporatism, stalinism, human sacrifice culling, etc consequences; as people
are motivated beyond retardation (motarded) to choose to join one or other ideological, religious,
racial or cultural tribe to engage in resource war thieving to accumulate more resources to grow
their tribe to enable it to protect itself from another tribes organized violence resource war
thieving. [ Seething Energies of Lucifer Occult human sacrifice culling practices | Nazi &
Vatican’s occult ‘Final Solution’ Concentration Camps | Bolshevik Final Solution Ukrainian
famine ]
Michael A Hoffman: Secret Societies and Psychological Warfare:
Perhaps more important, there is one key principle of the psychology of mass mind
control missing from the old model of authority embodied by the early Fathers of the
Christian Church: they did not flatter and they did not come in disguise. The core of
orthodox Christianity's belief system was antioccult to the marrow: it was the bad
news about human nature.
Since we choose to refuse to genuinely heal the rift between the two sides of our
mentality by the tough means of repudiating our lying public persona and taking
action on the understanding of our true self, we relinquish autonomy to those who

make it appear that they can heal us at no great cost or trouble on our part. Never
mind that "They" are also the ones who implanted the rift in the first place. The
point is "We" have little or no power. We cannot act. We cannot invent. We cannot
cure. We must wait and see what happens. We must see what They make happen.
The final coffin in the nail of our free will is the fact that we ourselves know in our
heart of hearts that the above is false. That it is We the People who have the power
and the responsibility and that we could crush Them tomorrow if we chose to. They
are only an illusion, every bit as ephemeral as the patter of a carnival sideshow
bunco artist beckoning to us from the other side of the hootchie-kootchie tent.
But if we overthrew them tomorrow we would have to write our own scripts. We
would have to heal ourselves. We would have to admit the colossal waste and loss
and destruction of the past years which our laziness and folly have made possible.
We would have to experience the pain of being alive and responsible. We would have
to start acting like men and women instead of as slaves and weaklings.
The Hermetic Academy is confident, and not without reason, that we will offer no
substantial, meaningful resistance to their imperium. Why?
The foster mothers of the human race, at least in the West, are cows. Perhaps we've
imbibed so much of their fluid that we have become cows, terrified of freedom and its
responsibilities. Epistemologist Charles Fort once remarked, "I think we're farmed."
According to the secret tradition of the Hermetic Academy, the "tree" of the
Knowledge of Good and Evil in the Garden of Eden was a psychedelic mushroom,
stropharia cubensis.* These mushrooms grow only in cow dung.
Flattery: The First Principle of Mind Control
Why then does he revere them? Because they flatter him. This is the first secret of
mass mind control and can be observed as the foundation stone of virtually every
false religion, party, cult, philosophy, system and training. How can modern man
free himself when he is told that he is already a demi-god, that the problem lies only
in finding a pure enough economic or political system worthy of his high-minded
brilliance?
If we look closely we will see that this mind control principle is so basic and simple it
is almost stupidly so, to the point that we marvel that anyone would be seduced by
it. But it is all a matter of attention, as we saw in the parable of the mountebank and
the clown. Arrogant hypno-patsies have been told by their masters that they are
"Demi-gods" and demi-gods are never deceived or distracted. They're too smart! And
by their arrogant self-satisfaction they blind themselves to the simplicity of the
device that ensnares them and that is when "the real sales pitch begins."
What the Alchemical managers have bred over a millennia is a human race of the
most wretched stupidity and ignorance unrivaled in thousands of years. These blind
slaves are told they are "free" and "highly educated" even as they march behind signs
that would cause any medieval peasant to run screaming away from them in panicstricken terror. The symbols that modern man embraces with the naive trust of an

infant would be tantamount to billboards reading, "This way to your death and
enslavement," to the understanding of a traditional peasant of antiquity.
Who is the modern man? The puppet-masters say he is the smartest, most advanced
individual to ever strut the planet, the most relatively liberated being in history. But
Louis-Ferdinand Celine said it well, "What does the modern public want? It wants to
go down on its knees before money and before crap!"

Totalitarian Agriculture WiP Empires that violently collapsed:
Humans who engage in totalitarian agriculture, engage in Predator-Prey Growth and Collapse
of Civilization/Empire cycles: Greco-Rome, Minoan, Mycenaean, Sumerians, Akkadian,
Assyrian, Babylonian, Achaemenid, Seleucid, Zhou, Han, Tang, Song, Parthian, Sassanid,
Umayyad, Abbasid, Mauryan, Gupta, Maya, Hittite, Harrapan and Teotihuacan. Collapses
result from (1) Ecological Strain and (2) Economic Stratification and have included the
disappearance of between 90-99% of their populations (from famine, disease and organized
violence resource wars) including their kings, Gods, calendars and other complex political and
cultural institutions. [ Human And Nature DYnamics (HANDY): Civilization Collapse due to
Ecological Strain & Economic Stratification ]

Ecology of Peace (EoP) social contract:
Obviously an Ecology of Peace social contract cannot work for just one country; because the
other countries who are overbreeding and overconsuming will simply come and conquer the
Ecology of Peace country and steal their resources. For an ecology of peace social contract to
work, it must be an international social contract.
In nature Keystone Predators maintain Ecological Equilibrium between other predators and
their prey: A keystone species -- like the Platteau Pika in China, the Black Tailed Prairie Dog in
Arizona, Starfish in the Pacific Northwest -- act as Supreme Responsible Predators, who stop
other lower predators from overbreeding or overconsuming the resources in an ecological
system. Keystone Predator-prey systems enhance ecological equilibrium, biodiversity and
balance.
For example: A starfish is the top predator upon a community of invertebrates inhabiting tidally
inundated rock faces in the Pacific Northwest. The rest of the community included mollusks,
barnacles and other invertebrates, for a total of 12 species (not counting microscopic taxa).
When the starfish was removed the species were reduced to 11. Soon, an acorn barnacle and a
mussel began to occupy virtually all available space, out competing all the other species. Species
diversity dropped from more than 12 species to essentially 2. The starfish was a keystone
predator, keeping the strongest competitors in check. Although it was a predator, it helped to
maintain a greater number of species in the community. Its beneficial impact on species that
were weak competitors is an example of an indirect effect.
An Ecology of Peace international law social contract works in the same way. It restricts all
human cultures, religions, races, etc to procreating and consuming below regional, national and
international carrying capacity limits. It functions as a form of 'legal /jurisprudence pika /
prairie dog / starfish' Keystone predation, by legally mandating the elimination from the
planetary genepool of breeding and consuming predator cheaters, to (a) keep the system stable

with regard to human population vis a vis other species and resources; and (b) restricting any
one religion, race, or culture from over-predation; by out competing all other species (due to
greater access to capital (consumption war predatory benefits) or human cannon fodder
(breeding war predatory benefits). [ EoP NWO social contract options ]

Working Hypothesis Summary: Origin of Man’s Belief in God & Devil:
All civilized religions -- from Christianity, to Gnosticism, etc -- were 'created' in the minds of
man. Religions occurred subsequent to and as a combined result of (a) man’s invention of
language which created the cognitive capacity for abstract conceptual thought and inner
dialogue: in a primitive bicameral mind what we may now call the conscious or unconscious ego
would have been interpreted by the being as hearing voices from some external being; and (b)
mans attempt to comprehend and make sense of the concept of 'evil' (aka organized violence),
subsequent to man's invention of agriculture, approximately 10,000 years ago; and where such
agriculture created food surpluses, resulting in population surpluses, and expansion of their
territory resulting in population pressure clashes with other tribes territories, resource war
conflict.
In Gods, voice hearing and the bicameral mind; Jules Evans describes reviews Julian Jaynes:
The Origin of Consciousness in the Bicameral Mind; as follows:
Jaynes’ thesis, baldly stated, is this: human consciousness (which Jaynes defines as selfconscious introspection) only emerged around 3000 years ago. Before that, everyone
heard voices and saw visions, which they took as the commands of the gods, and obeyed
unquestioningly. These voices or commands came from the right hemisphere of the
brain, which ‘bicameral man’ experienced as alien or Other.
Sensing a voice or presence often emerges in stressful situations – anecdotally, it’s
relatively common for the dying to see the spirits of dead loved ones, likewise as many as
35% of people who have recently lost a loved one say they have a sense of the departed’s
continued presence. Mountaineers in extreme conditions often report a sensed presence
guiding them (known as the Third Man Factor).
If there are two or ten people living on an island with enough food and other resources and
space, for one hundred people; there is no need to coerce another for food or resources freely and
abundantly available. In the absence of a resource scarcity conflict mindset, and plenty of space,
the only violence possibly experienced is to avoid being food for an animal predator. On such an
island there is no need existential crisis meaning necessity for a ‘God’ in the sky.
Once the tribe introduces agriculture, which results in an agricultural surplus and uses such
agricultural surplus to justify greater population; then as the population increases, so the
population pressures increase. If nearby tribes also increase populations; there is less space to
run away to; when someone in the tribe is temporarily angry, or there is resource scarcity
violence.
Consequently my common sense thesis is that Man’s creation of ‘God’ and the ‘Devil’ were a
consequence of psychic existential conflict to attempt to understand so-called 'evil'; or put more
simply: the organized violence conflict resulting from population pressures and escalating
relations with fellow humans based upon the absence of consent, i.e. extended periods of psychic
and physical violence and coercion.

Evil is generally defined as profoundly immoral and wicked, with synonyms: bad, wrong,
morally wrong, wrongful, immoral, sinful, ungodly, unholy, foul, vile, base, ignoble,
dishonourable, corrupt, iniquitous, depraved, degenerate, villainous, nefarious, sinister, vicious,
malicious, malevolent, demonic, devilish, diabolic, diabolical, fiendish, dark, black-hearted.
The word ‘evil’ put in more simple responsible freedom terms:
Libertarians: ‘Any act which I do not want done to me, without my fully informed consent.’
Moral Supremacists: ‘Any Act which I pretend I disagree with so as to be part of some religious,
cultural or racial ‘moral supremacy elite club’; either (a) to silence my conscience and feel good
about my alleged moral supremacy ‘ethics’ or (b) for social status or economic benefits.
Libertarian Ethics:
If I don’t like being beaten; then I think anyone of any race, class or religion beating any other
person of whatever race, class or religion; who has not consented to being beaten; is ‘evil’;
engaged in nonconsensual violence. I don’t only object to someone being beaten; if they are the
same race or class or culture as me. If they do not consent to being beaten; I support them not to
be beaten. Put simply: I object to all non-consensual violence.
Even if I don’t like being beaten and don’t consent to being beaten; I do not impose my moral
beliefs on others; and hence if other people consent to being beaten and beating others up; such
as for example engaging in an unofficial fight club or official boxing match; and do so in the
privacy of their own homes or a selected private venue with other consenting adults; then its
none of my business; that they are doing something that I don’t consent being done to me. Put
simply: Two or more adults engaged in consensual violence in a private venue is none of my
ethical business.
Moral Supremacists Ethics:
My decision to oppose anyone being beaten has nothing to do with (a) whether I don’t like being
beaten or consent to being beaten; but only has to do with (b) my bullshit the public relations
image management; to improve my racial, class, religion social status amongst my in-group.
Hence I would only object to someone being beaten if they are (a) a member of my racial or
religion; and (b) they are being beaten by someone of another race or religion.
Whether I secretly like being beaten or don’t like being beaten is irrelevant to my beliefs about
whether other people should be (a) beaten without their consent; or (b) engage in fully informed
consensual fight club like activities with their consenting adults. I believe I am morally superior
to them; and I insist on my moral beliefs about who should be beaten, by whom; irrespective of
their own preferences for avoiding being beaten; or choosing to enjoy engaging in violent
activities; shall be the law; and shall be enforced upon everyone.
In attempting to understand the existential meaning of this symptom of organized violence 'evil'
resulting from violation of carrying capacity limits resource war conflict, man created religions.

‘Who is the accurate master interpreter of the Masonic War is Peace US
constitution’ resource war dispute: Monopoly of Force –v– Sovereign
Citizen Common Law.
As stated in 08 January correspondence to CSPOA: Constitutional Sheriffs of America: Richard
Mack, Oath Keepers: Stewart Rhodes, Hammond Family; DoJ: Amanda Marshall; Oregon State

& Co Prosecutors; OR Harney, Wasco, Linn & Benton Co Sheriff’s: EoP Root Cause Problem
Solving Option for Bundy-Hammond Malheur Militia Occupation [PDF]:
~~~~~ Excerpt: 08 Jan: EoP Root Cause Problem Solving Option for Bundy-Hammond Malheur
Militia Occupation ~~~~~
I don’t pretend to know who is right or wrong in their respective – decoding of Sheva & Lucifer’s
cryptic gods of death interpretation of Masonic War is Peace international law social contract
law – attempts at reaching for the mop.
“...an organization cannot have a conservation policy without having a population policy....the
problem solving or parasite leeching test — in which the candidate, confronted with an
overflowing sink, is classified according to whether he reaches for the faucet or the mop.” –
Amended quote of Daniel B. Luten; as quoted by William Milton Cooper in Behold a Pale Horse.
“It really doesn't matter, because either way we're screwed. The quicker you understand that,
the wiser you become. I believe that any man without principles that he is ready and willing to
die for at any given moment is already dead and is of no use or consequence whatsoever. ... If
the people really cared about their fellow man, they would control their appetites (greed,
procreation, etc.) so that they would not have to operate on a credit or welfare social system
which steals from the worker to satisfy the bum. Since most of the general public will not
exercise restraint, there are only two alternatives to reduce the economic inductance of the
system. (1) Let the populace bludgeon each other to death in war, which will only result in a
total destruction of the living earth. (2) Take control of the world by the use of economic "silent
weapons" in a form of "quiet warfare" and reduce the economic inductance of the world to a safe
level by a process of benevolent slavery and genocide. The latter option has been taken as the
obviously better option. At this point it should be crystal clear to the reader why absolute
secrecy about the silent weapons is necessary. The general public refuses to improve its own
mentality and its faith in its fellow man. It has become a herd of proliferating barbarians, and,
so to speak, a blight upon the face of the earth. They do not care enough about economic science
to learn why they have not been able to avoid war despite religious morality, and their religious
or self-gratifying refusal to deal with earthly problems renders the solution of the earthly
problem unreachable by them. It is left to those few who are truly willing to think and survive
as the fittest to survive, to solve the problem for themselves as the few who really care. .... You
must accept that you have been cattle and the ultimate consequence of being cattle — which is
slavery — or you must prepare to fight, and if necessary die to preserve your God-given right to
Freedom.” Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars; Milton William Cooper; Behold a Pale Horse.
So I am going to provide you a ‘reach for the faucet’ response to Sheriff Mack’s statement in the
Truth in Media interview: “To whom can the people turn for peace, safety and liberty; when
goverment becomes out of control and corrupt. If its not your local sheriff; to whom else can you
go?”
If any of the disputing parties are sincere about encouraging American veterans, ranchers and
citizens to support peace, safety and liberty; I imagine an Ecology of Peace William Wilberforce
and Eric Liddle would suggest that more than singing Amazing Grace shall be required to free
ourselves from human factory farming slavery enslavement; we shall need to have the courage
to give up our addiction to the false left and right wing moral supremacist bullshit propaganda
and individual and corporate welfare at the expense of the ecological resource commons that
provides us with survival sustenance; and publicly confront the phallic human sacrifice War is
Peace foundation of our secular or theocratic – capitalist, communist, libertarian, socialist,

Christian, Muslim, Catholic, Buddhist, etc – religions; and cooperate with national and
international authorities to – hopefully nonviolently – implement an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract that requires all the worlds citizens from all races, classes,
religions and cultures to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
“If the economy / your bible / Koran / Torah / Talmud / Masonic Constitution is more important
to you than the environment; try holding your breath; while you count your money / read your
bible / Koran / Torah / Talmud / Masonic Constitution; and tell me what is more important to
your survival: protecting the ecological carrying capacity resource foundation of life: our air,
water and food by implementing an international social contract that restricts everyone’s
breeding and consumption to ecological carrying capacity limits; so that all species on Earth can
continue breathing, drinking clean water; and having organic food to eat; or counting your
money / reading your Bible / Koran / Torah / Talmud / Masonic Constitution.” – amended quote
of Guy McPherson; who coined the term ‘Near Term Extinction’ [NTE] which he writes about on
his blog: Nature Bats Last.
Put differently, as per EoP correspondence to EoP Applicants [PDF: 31.12.2015] & Global Inst
for Prevention of Aggression [PDF: 27.12.2015]
==== Excerpt: EoP Applicants & Global Inst for Prevention of Aggression =====
“If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well enough.” - Albert Einstein
1. Psycho-social resource conflict conformity pressures – like climate change, food
shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste,
pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population, species extinction, loss of
biodiversity, peak resources, nation states standing army or dissident guerrilla army
‘terrorism’ resource war military aggression, etc – are a direct and indirect consequence
of overpopulation and overconsumption.
2. Overconsumption and overpopulation are a direct consequence of humans procreating
and consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits.
3. Humans procreate and consume above ecological carrying capacity limits because the
current international law social contract; allows nation states to provide their citizens
with the implied ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying
capacity limits’.
4. Humans will stop procreating and consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits

when legislators amend the current international law and national constitutional social
contract statutes that enable procreation and consumption above ecological carrying
capacity limits; to specifically require all the worlds/their nations citizens to procreate
and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
Current International Law Right to Breed & Consume:
There are many examples of current international law statutes that directly and indirectly
provide citizens with the right to breed and/or consume above ecological carrying capacity
limits; and lawyers, prosecutors and Judges who apply them, all while pretending their courts
are concerned with ‘truth’ and ‘evidence’; pretending they have fuck all clue why and how those
statutes result in food shortages & inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams,

toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population, species extinction, loss
of biodiversity, peak resources and climate change; inter-racial, religious and cultural social
conflict; psycho-social conflict; not to mention overpopulation and consumption resource
depletion and scarcity induced resource wars; which sometimes manifest as genocide and
holocausts.
Put simply: unlike Arthur Edens and Michael Clayton – they are in total denial that they are
Sheva the legal cryptic gods of death.
[..]

Summary of the origins and practices of Sheva & Lucifer the cryptic gods of death:
The following are – in my view relevant excerpts from – EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian Nobel
Committee et al; for your consideration:
------------Excerpt: EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian Nobel Committee et al -------------AnthroCorpocentric Jurisprudence’s Innocence for Sale Indulgence Legal Matrix:
“Corporations are a Frankenstein monster which States have created by their
corporation laws.” - Supreme Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis, 1916
“Every right must be evaluated in the network of all rights claimed and the environment
in which these rights are exercised. If we hold that every right, “natural” or not, must be
evaluated in the total system of rights operating in a world that is limited, we must
inevitably conclude that no right can be presumed to be absolute, that the effect of each
right on the suppliers as well as on the demanders must be determined before we can
ascertain the quantity of right that is admissible. From here on out, ours is a limited
world. Rights must also be limited. The greater the population, the more limited the per
capita supply of all goods; hence the greater must be the limitation on individual rights,
including the right to breed. At its heart, this is the political meaning of the population
problem.” – Garrett Hardin, Limited World, Limited Rights
Civilized Patriarchy’s Legal Matrix Reality doctrine -- the Inalienable ‘Right to Breed and
Consume, but you need a License to Own a Gun, a License to Drive a Car, a License to Practice
Law, a television license, a credit license, a license to earn a living, a university exemption
license, a license to fish, a license to hunt, a liquor license, a business license, a marriage
license, in some U.S. states, five year olds, even need to get a license to run a lemonade stand on
their front lawn -- hypocritically referred to as the ‘rule-of-law’ is a legal world of lawyers,
politicians and priests, who prefer to negligently ignore, plausibly deny, or socio-psychophallicly benefit from the conquer-and-multiply and divide and conquer control over the means
of human reproduction and consumption. It is a Matrix reality, of legal, political and religious
indulgence salesmen.
It is a legal world, very similar to the Matrix religious world that existed before Martin
Luther confronted the religious indulgence salesmen with his Ninety-Five Theses, on the
Church of All Saints, on 31 October 1517, thereby initiating the Protestant Reformation.
In the Catholic Church’s religious Matrix world, only Catholic Bishops were entitled to be
interpreters of the ‘word of god’. Only they could decide what God meant, about who was guilty

and who was innocent, who would go to hell and who would go to heaven. God did not speak to
common people, except via the Catholic Church’s bishops.
In Civilized Patriarchy’s Legal Matrix world, only those who swear blind obedience to
Civilized Patriarchy’s Legal Matrix world – lawyers, prosecutors and judges – are deemed to
possess the supposed superior intellectual Legal Godlike capabilities, to decipher, decode and
interpret the ‘word of civilized patriarch gods’, hence capable of deciding which of us mere
Commons surplus cannon fodder mortals acts of commission, or omission, is ‘lawful’ or
‘unlawful’.
Civilized Patriarchy’s Legal Matrix ‘AnthroCorpocentric law’ is based upon Flat Earth
‘jurisprudence’, as per the demands of those capable of purchasing Flat Earth legislation
indulgences which make their ecologically – breeding/consumption war -- criminal acts, to be
deemed as ‘legal/lawful’ conduct by the Legal Matrix Bishops: lawyers, prosecutors and Judges.
It is a Matrix world of legal indulgence salesmen; who -- ‘Contempt in Facie Curiae’ -demand the public’s sycophantic submissive obedience; for their supposed superior intellectual
Godlike capabilities, to decipher, decode and interpret which of us mere Commons surplus
cannon and vote fodder mortals acts of commission, or omission, is ‘lawful’ or ‘unlawful’.

Thieving, Conquering, Murdering and Culling Acts of Un/Lawfulness:
“Military men are just dumb, stupid animals to be used as pawns in foreign policy.” Henry Kissinger; The Final Days, by Bob Woodward & Carl Bernstein
Surplus vote fodder citizens may convert to becoming cannon-fodder citizens by joining the
military to commit conquering or culling acts of murder and theft, as long as their murder and
theft is sanctioned as a lawful conquer, culling or theft order, by one or more groups of left/right
conquer-and-multiply legal indulgence salesmen.
In this Matrix Reality legal world, soldiers tasked with the national security conquering and
culling responsibilities, of conquering to thieve another tribe’s resources, and culling population
‘useless eaters’ and ‘oxygen thieves’ surplus population excesses; on behalf of the conquering
and culling profiteering demands of civilized patriarchy’s civilian corporate and political elite;
constantly find themselves confronted with the conquer-or-culling “Befehl ist Befehl” Catch 22
dilemma:
To obey, or not to obey, a ‘Lebensraum’, ‘Difaqane’, ‘Operation Freedumb’ and the thousands
like them, order to conquer or cull; since a lawful conquer or culling order, by one group of
left/right conquer-and-multiply legal indulgence salesmen, can easily be reinterpreted to be an
unlawful order, by another group of opposing left/right conquer-and multiply legal indulgence
salesmen; presenting a Catch 22 dilemma from which there is no legal escape.
One who refuses a ‘lawful’ conquering or culling order will still probably be jailed for
refusing orders, and one who accepts an ‘unlawful order will be jailed for committing unlawful
culling or conquering acts.
Who decides, what is, and what is not, a conquering or culling lawful, or unlawful order?

The ‘Inalienable Right to Breed’ Matrix Reality conquer-and-multiply indulgence salesmen,
with their specious justifications, and nightmare of Legal Matrix reality generated bureaucratic
stare-decisis cryptic rules and statutes, of course!
"I don't know what you mean by 'glory,' " Alice said.
Humpty Dumpty smiled contemptuously. "Of course you don't—till I tell you. I meant
'there's a nice knock-down argument for you!' "
"But 'glory' doesn't mean 'a nice knock-down argument'," Alice objected.
"When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty said, in rather a scornful tone, "it means just
what I choose it to mean—neither more nor less."
"The question is," said Alice, "whether you can make words mean so many different
things."
"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be master—that's all."
-- Through the Looking Glass, by Lewis Carroll
Anthropocentric Master’s of ‘Relevance’ Jurisprudence:
The question in a civilized patriarchy court is only concerned with who is the master of
one word: ‘relevance’.
Any question or answer that exposes civilized patriarchy’s Legal Matrix system for what
it is; a system far more corrupt than the Catholic Church’s Indulgences for Sale religious
matrix, is simply deemed as ‘irrelevant’.
It is ‘irrelevant’ that legislators, lawyers, courts and judges defy the laws of ecology with
a massive ‘fuck you’, by legislating, interpreting and enforcing Legal Matrix doctrine, that
encourages citizens to breed and consume above cultural carrying capacity limits.
It is ‘irrelevant’ that legislators, lawyers, courts and judges know that legislation which
ignores carrying capacity limits results in ecological overshoot, surplus vote-cannon-fodder
populations, economic hierarchical inequality, and scarcity induced local, national and
international conflict.
It is ‘irrelevant’ that legislators, lawyers, courts and judges know that legislation which
enables ecological overshoot in multi-cultural/ethnic/religious communities, manifests as intercultural / ethnic / religious conflict.
It is ‘irrelevant’ that legislators, lawyers, courts and judges know that inter-cultural /
ethnic conflict is a great divide and conquer tool to manipulate the proletariat to perceive other
cultural/ethnic proletariat as the source of their own overshoot-scarcity-conflict misery.
It is ‘irrelevant’ that legislators, lawyers, courts and judges sit in judgement about an
accused’s case of theft or murder; while consciously ignoring the theft and thievery and
participation in mass murder of the civilized patriarchy corporate elite, who purchased
‘Innocence for Sale’ Indulgences from legislators to avoid legislation that defines their
ecologically criminal acts of billion and trillion dollar thievery and murder as ‘unlawful’.
What is relevant?:

It is relevant that civilized patriarchy’s penis constitutions human factory farming
rights to breed and consume, is to be master —that's all.
Who says so?:
Civilized Patriarchy’s ecologically illiterate Legal Matrix Legislator’s, lawyers, judges
and prosecutors ego-genitals say so!
[..]
Totalitarian Agriculture as the source of Taker resource scarcity social-conflict
contract problems:
The problems with Taker social contract occurred with the invention of Totalitarian
agriculture; which describes the behaviour of humans who violate their original indigenous
tribal territory’s by choosing to engage in surplus food production (economic growth); resulting
in surplus human (population growth).
When any tribe of humans overbreed and/or overconsume the natural resources in their
perceived tribal territory; they travel beyond their tribal territory to go and find resources they
have over-consumed and degraded. When such a tribe enters another tribes territory, then
conflict occurs (from economic, political to physical, an organized violence warfare). To limit
inter-tribal territorial resource acquisition conflict, all tribes must agree to limit procreation
and consumption to their tribal territory ecological carrying capacity limits.
Simplistically the history of war can be summed up as: Every single battle between two
groups of racial, religious, ethnic, or ideological warriors, engaged in organized violence resource
thieving or defence, since the advent of totalitarian agriculture, was a result of one or both of
those tribes having overbred and/or overconsumed, and engaging in resource thieving into
another tribes territory.
Since the beginning of humans (whatever you believe that beginning to be) humans lived
in nomadic hunter gatherer tribes, like the Bushmen, Aborigine’s, etc. Male duties were to hunt
and protect the tribe. Women’s duties were to forage and nurture the young. Both men and
women contributed to the tribe’s economic resources and duties, hence power was shared
reasonably equally. Tribes were concerned about not overbreeding; since such overbreeding
resulted in the resources in a territory being depleted quicker, and less resources for the rest of
the tribe; requiring them to move to new territories. After three million years of humans living
like hunter gatherers, it is estimated that the human population at the beginning of the
Neolithic period was around ten million.
Then things changed very quickly for the tribes who invented Totalitarian agriculture.
Women invented agriculture, resulting from their close association and experimentation with
seeds and plants, in their role as foragers. This change occurred because some tribes started
practicing a particular form of ‘surplus agriculture’ (hereinafter referred to as ‘totalitarian
agriculture’) where farmers grew large surpluses of stored food. The consolidation of agriculture
results in the centralization of political power: cities & civilization. Before the discovery of oil
and coal, the practice of totalitarian agriculture farming was far more labour intensive than
hunting and subsistence farming; so men took over agriculture; and women were now relegated
to being brood sows, to breed economic and cannon fodder: children to work in the fields or be
soldiers. Surplus food meant that some members of the tribe could now work in other

specialized fields: soldiers, clerks, etc; and also that the tribes could grow their tribes
population. World population doubled in three thousand years; and again in only two thousand
years. It jumped from ten million to fifty million—probably eighty percent of them being
practitioners of totalitarian agriculture. It was getting crowded.
Beginning of War is Peace War resulting from overbreeding and overconsuming: In all of
three million years, humans had never been crowded anywhere. But now the people of
practicing totalitarian agriculture were learning what it means to be crowded. Overworked,
overgrazed land was becoming less and less productive. There were more people, and they were
competing for dwindling resources; and people now began to organize their tribes into forms of
standing armies to fight for land or resources. The tribes first war-making machinery:
warlords—kings, princes, emperors and their nation states formed for the purpose of armed
defense and aggression. “It’s during this period that we see the standing army forged as the
monarch’s sword of power. Without a standing army, a king is just a windbag in fancy clothes.
But with a standing army, a king can impose his will on his enemies and engrave his name in
history—and absolutely the only names we have from this era are the names of conquering
kings. No scientists, no philosophers, no historians, no prophets, just conquerors. For the first
time in human history, the important people are the people with armies.”
Evolution of War is Peace War: Advancement and acquisition of Human and Military
Technology and Capital vs Breeding of CannonFodder: In a battle between two armies with the
same level of military skill and technology; generally the bigger army wins. Many of history’s
military conquerors have relied on simply growing cannon fodder to slaughter on the
battlefields to win their battles or wars. Some military conquerors focussed on improving their
soldiers skills (psychological, physical, intellectual, spiritual, etc), technology (better armor,
better swords, better chariots, better bows and arrows, better scaling machines, better rams,
better artillery, better guns, better tanks, better planes, better bombs, better rockets, better
nerve gas, better germs, better chemicals); and legal moral supremacist ‘innocence for sale’
indulgence interpretations psychological warfare doctrine. Many times small armies with
greater technological equipment and/or military tactical or strategic skills won: There are many
examples, but two are Battle of Blood River (guns), conquest of North and South America (guns,
germs & steel).
WiP Resource Conflict: Initially economic, then political, and finally military organized
conflict: Centuries of conflict over resources generated an international law social contract
founded upon Masonic phallic force (rule of force international treaties); that rewarded those
who engage in seething energies of lucifer breeding and consumption wars; which bribe their
tribes members to believe it is their 'inalienable [freedumb slavery] right' to breed and consume
above carrying capacity limits; while denying personal responsibility for the human factory
farming organized violence conquer and culling racism, sexism, nationalism, socialism,
capitalism, nazism, islamism, zionism, corporatism, stalinism, human sacrifice culling, etc
consequences; as people are motivated beyond retardation (motarded) to choose to join one or
other ideological, religious, racial or cultural tribe to engage in resource war thieving to
accumulate more resources to grow their tribe to enable it to protect itself from another tribes
organized violence resource war thieving.
Totalitarian Agriculture’s Luciferian Evil Human Sacrifice Harvest Religions:
“When The Mason learns that the Key to the warrior on the block is the proper
application of the dynamo of living power, he has learned the Mystery of his Craft. The
seething energies of Lucifer are in his hands and before he may step onward and upward,

he must prove his ability to properly apply this energy.” - Manly Palmer Hall,
Illustrious: the Lost Keys of Freemasonry
"in this case the defendants are not simply accused of planning or directing wholesale
killings through channels. They are not charged with sitting in an office hundreds and
thousands of miles away from the slaughter. It is asserted with particularity that these
men were in the field actively superintending, controlling, directing, and taking an active
part in the bloody harvest." - Nuremberg Military Tribunal, United States of America vs.
Otto Ohlendorf, et. al. ("Einsatzgruppen trial"), Judgment.
All civilized religions — from Christianity, to Gnosticism, etc — were ‘created’ in the minds
of man to comprehend the concept of ‘evil’ (aka organized violence), subsequent to man’s
invention of agriculture, approximately 10,000 years ago; and where such agriculture created
food surpluses, resulting in population surpluses, and expansion of their territory resulting in
population pressure clashes with other tribes territories, resource war conflict.
Extended misery resulting from direct and psychic existential conflict resulted in man’s
attempt to understand so-called ‘evil’; or put more simply: the organized resource thieving direct
conflict (rape, murder, slavery, etc) resulting from population pressures and escalating relations
with fellow humans based upon the absence of consent, i.e. extended periods of psychic and
physical violence and coercion.
If there are two or ten people living on an island with enough food and other resources and
space, for one hundred people; there is no need to coerce another for food or resources freely and
abundantly available. In the absence of a resource scarcity conflict mindset, and plenty of space,
tribal relations are more conductive to cooperation and sharing. Living in the moment. There is
no need for an external God in the sky to explain ‘evil’; there is only a consciousness to
appreciate the source of resource abundance, as the ‘source of life’; and to live in harmony with
such source: nature. Violence is limited to food chain violence experienced by all species; namely
hunting and being hunted by another predator for immediate food. [See also: Law of Limited
Competition]
If the tribe introduces agriculture, which results in an agricultural surplus and uses such
agricultural surplus to justify greater population; then as the population increases, so the
population pressures increase. There is less space to run away from someone who may be
temporarily angry, or wanting something another is not willing to provide in that moment. The
existence of ‘evil’ (organized violence) is plausibly directly proportional to the resource war
conflict, resulting from the tribe’s violation of carrying capacity limits; and/or coming into
contact with another tribe’s territorial expansion as a result of their violation of carrying
capacity limits. In attempting to understand the existential meaning of this symptom of ‘evil’
resulting from violation of carrying capacity limits resource war conflict, man created religions...
The invention of agriculture and agricultural surpluses, and subsequent organized violence
of civilization are the biblical story of Adam and Eve’s loss of living in carrying capacity
harmony with the natural world resource abundant paradise, and Cain’s choice to be a farmer.
Others saw opportunities for socio-political status benefits from exploiting the reality of
organized violence (evil), and suppressed this conscious reality of their intentions by invoking
various phallic ‘right’ justifications for their ‘right’ to engage in organized violence (evil).
The Mason’s ‘seething energies of lucifer’ are the psychological warfare art of manipulating
and coercing men and women to overbreed and overconsume, to thereby aggravate resource war

conflict, and the ability to divide and conquer people’s, for the socio-political profit of the
‘warrior’, to ‘step onward and upward’; as he ‘proves his human sacrifice ability’ to apply his
breeding war and consumption war energies. Put differently, the ‘seething energies of lucifer’
are no less than the phallic justification for profiting from aggravating and perpetuating
deliberate organized violence, without the consent of the recipients of the violence.
Totalitarian Agriculture WiP Tower of Babel Empires that violently collapsed: Humans who
engage in totalitarian agriculture, engage in Predator-Prey Growth and Collapse of
Civilization/Empire cycles: Greco-Rome, Minoan, Mycenaean, Sumerians, Akkadian, Assyrian,
Babylonian, Achaemenid, Seleucid, Zhou, Han, Tang, Song, Parthian, Sassanid, Umayyad,
Abbasid, Mauryan, Gupta, Maya, Hittite, Harrapan and Teotihuacan. Collapses result from (1)
Ecological Strain due to procreation and consumption above ecological carrying capacity limits;
and (2) Economic Stratification; and have included the disappearance of between 90-99% of
their populations (from famine, disease and organized violence resource wars) including their
kings, Gods, calendars and other complex political and cultural institutions.
------------End Excerpt: EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian Nobel Committee et al -------------“Fate: Unintended Consequences: Catton: Seyright Mills of Columbia Univ's sociological
definition of fate. Fate is what happens when innumerable people make innumerable small
decisions about other matters that have the collective cumulative effect that nobody intended.
That’s what happened when we overpopulated the world. .... a fusion of forces that separated us
from the laws of life... that told us that we could live apart from those laws of limits, without
rules.” -- What a Way to Go: Life at the End of Empire.
~~~~~ End: Excerpt: 08 Jan: EoP Root Cause Problem Solving Option for Bundy-Hammond
Malheur Militia Occupation ~~~~~

USA v A Bundy et al Written Consent or Objections to EoP Amicus filing
What shall your decisions be:
New Ecology of Peace international law rules; or current Masonic War is Peace international
law ‘WTF is the Befehl?’ confucius rules?
Do you sincerely want a change in Masonic War is Peace – pretend we give a fuck about
economic inequality; psycho-social resource conflict conformity pressures; climate change, food
shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste,
pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population, species extinction, loss of
biodiversity, peak resources, corporate and political corruption; nation states standing army or
dissident guerrilla army ‘terrorism’ resource war military aggression, etc; while doing sweet
fuck all about the root ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying
capacity limits’ international law social contract clauses – culture?
Are you willing to change the conversation; to have a conversation that has not been had before;
to have a conversation about – ecological overshoot resource depletion tipping points and
resource conflict – national resource shrinking lifeboats decision-making about ‘whom should be
removed from the lifeboat aka national genepool; how should they be removed; how many
should be removed; by whom and when should they be removed’?

Should any USA v Aamon Bundy et al individual or their counsel wish to notify me of your fully
informed consent; please contact me by email; so that we may finalize your written consent; and
subsequent thereto I shall file an application with the court for permission to file an EoP
Amicus Curiae brief.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: EoP MILED Clerk
To: Gen James Cartwright USMC [PDF]
Cc: Greg Craig
Date: Tue, Aug 23, 2016 at 7:47 PM
Subject: Gen J Cartwright: EoP Internet Access Re: MWeb & ISPA; EoP Corr: ICANN, IAP, Artist Taxi
Driver, Spartacus, Canary, ICRAA, A Choudary.

From: EoP MILED Clerk <eop.miled.clerk@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Aug 23, 2016 at 7:47 PM
Subject: Gen J Cartwright: EoP Internet Access Re: MWeb & ISPA; EoP Corr: ICANN, IAP, Artist Taxi
Driver, Spartacus, Canary, ICRAA, A Choudary.
To: Gen James Cartwright USMC Ret <jcartwright@csis.org>
Cc: Greg Craig <gregory.craig@skadden.com>, David Stover <david.stover@nobleenergyinc.com>

General James Cartwright USMC Ret.
General James Cartwright USMC Ret. (jcartwright@csis.org)
CC: Legal Counsel: Greg Craig (gregory.craig@skadden.com); Noble Energy Inc: CEO: David
Stover (david.stover@nobleenergyinc.com).
Gen J Cartwright: EoP Internet Access Re: MWeb & ISPA; EoP Corr: ICANN, IAP,
Artist Taxi Driver, Spartacus, Canary, ICRAA, A Choudary.
The correspondence below sent to EoP Applicants; including yourself as a Back Up Applicant.
Googlemail returned the email sent to yourself as undelivered. I did a verify-email check and
found that your email at Noble Energy Inc is no longer working. I then found an email address
for you at Center for Strategic and International Studies: James
Cartwright: jcartwright@csis.org; to which I am sending this correspondence.
For transparency for the record purposes; I am also including a copy of this correspondence to (i)
Gregory Craig, according to Foreign Policy: Obama's Favorite General Stripped of His Security
Clearance; your legal counsel; and (ii) Noble Energy Inc: CEO David Stover.
While I was searching for your new email address and writing this email; I listened to
your 2015 Legislative Conference speech. It has some interesting ‘the most difficult problem
facing humanity’; how long would it take to ‘educate ignorant illiterate people in Afghanistan’
and cultural change; coincidence synchronicities with issues in the email below.
If you did not inform me of the change of your email address; because you no longer wish to be
an EoP Applicant; please let me know, and I shall remove you as an EoP Applicant. In the
absence of letting me know you want to be removed; I shall conclude that you want to remain an
EoP Applicant; until you change your mind and let me know in writing that you have changed
your mind; or until the EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations are resolved.
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in: EoP Applicants: James Cartwright [PDF].
Respectfully

Lara Johnstone aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042 George East 6539 RSA
GMC 4643-13 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: EoP MILED Clerk <eop.miled.clerk@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, Aug 21, 2016 at 5:42 PM
Subject: EoP Internet Access Re: MWeb & ISPA; EoP Corr: ICANN, IAP, Artist Taxi Driver, Spartacus,
Canary, ICRAA, A Choudary
To: "EoP Applicants & Observers: JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc" <JAGIR@navy.mil>, "US Army: Gen Paul
Kern" <pkern@cohengroup.net>, "Army: F.Ch.Staff: Gen Gordon Sullivan" <gsullivan@ausa.org>, "US
EU Command: F.Dep.Comm: Gen. Charles Chuck Wald" <cwald@deloitte.com>, "US Amb in Pretoria:
Amb Patrick Gaspard" <embassypretoria@state.gov>, Timothy McVeigh
<truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com>, "DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy McVeigh"
<nsd.public@usdoj.gov>, "NSA: Adm Mike Rogers" <info@nsa.gov>, "Erik Prince: Frontier Services
Group" <info@fsgroup.com>, "GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe" <Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov>,
"Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell" <SBissell@migop.org>, President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press
Office <press_office@prpress.gov.ru>, "Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta" <ruspospr@mweb.co.za>,
David Petraeus <david.petraeus@kkr.com>, Raymond Odierno and John Mulholland via US Army Office
of the Deputy Chief of Staff <usarmy.pentagon.hqda-dcs-g-1.mbx.command-programs@mail.mil>, Stan
McChrystal <stan@mcchrystalgroup.com>, Brigadier General Steven Anderson
<sanderson@gorelyant.com>, "Admiral Bobby R. Inman U. S. Navy Ret." <inman@austin.utexas.edu>,
"General Charles H. Jacoby Jr." <Charles.Jacoby@northcom.mil>, "General Joseph W. Ralston"
<jralston@cohengroup.net>, "General James Cartwright USMC Ret."
<jcartwright@nobleenergyinc.com>, Daniel William Christman <DChristman@uschamber.com>, Admiral
Steve Abbot USN <Steve.Abbot@nmcrs.org>, Robert Tyrer <rtyrer@cohengroup.net>, James M Bodner
<jbodner@cohengroup.net>, "Robert L. Grenier" <rgrenier7@gmail.com>, Ralph Schneider
<ralph@beckerusa.com>, Andrew Holland <aholland@americansecurityproject.org>, "Judith A. Jami
Miscik" <JMiscik@kissingerinc.com>, Jonathan Allen <allen_jonathan@bah.com>, Daniel J Smith
<dsmith@gorelyant.com>, Francis A Branch CIV OSD OUSD INTEL <francis.a.branch.civ@mail.mil>,
Wilma J Atkins CIV US <wilma.j.atkins.civ@mail.mil>, Lawrence Fowler C CIV US
<lawrence.c.fowler2.civ@mail.mil>, Thomas Moorman <moorman_thomas@bah.com>, "General
Anthony Charles Zinni USMC Ret." <fwaconsultants@gmail.com>, LtCol Thomas Brown USAF
<thomas.brown.6@us.af.mil>, LtCol Emanuel Cohan USAF <emanuel.cohan@us.af.mil>, Col Frank
Battistelli <frank.battistelli@us.af.mil>, "LtCol Peter F. Olsen USAF" <peter.olsen@us.af.mil>, David
Coombs Office <info@armycourtmartialdefense.com>, Zbigniew Brzezinski <ZBrzezinski@csis.org>,
Major General Dana Pittard <dana.j.pittard.mil@mail.mil>, Major General Herbert Raymond McMaster
<herbert.r.mcmaster.mil@mail.mil>, "John W. Whitehead" <johnw@rutherford.org>, Donald Rumsfeld
<daniel@javelindc.com>, "USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn"
<george.flynn@mail.mil>, "Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs"
<SupremeCtBriefs@usdoj.gov>, Holy See in London – Nuntius <Nuntius@globalnet.co.uk>, "Grand
Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary" <gs@grandsecretaryoftx.org>, Arif Hasan Akhundzada
<arif.hasan.akhundzada@gmail.com>, "USMC General Mattis via Dep Comm: Col James Clark: Camp
Lejeune Marine Corps Base" <hqmc.comrel@usmc.mil>
Cc: "Artist Taxi Driver: Chunky Mark" <chunkymark1974@yahoo.com>, "Spartacus: John Simkin"
<john@spartacus-educational.com>, "The Canary: Kerry-anne Mendoza" <kerryanne@thecanary.co>,
"Islamic Center for Research and Academics: Waqar Akbar Cheema" <callingchristians@gmail.com>,
"ICANN: via Beijing China Office" <queries.beijingec@icann.org>, "IAP: IAP Office" <om@iapassociation.org>, "Derk Kuipers: Secretary General" <sg@iap-association.org>, "Rasmus Wandall: IAP

General Counsel" <GC@iap-association.org>, "MWeb GM Operations: Ettiene Cloete"
<etcloet@mweb.com>, MWeb Legal Dept <legal@mweb.com>, "ISPA: Internet Service Providers
Association" <queries@ispa.org.za>, "Board of Directors: Head of Legal: Mike Silber"
<mike@ispa.org.za>, "Secretariat Advisor: Ant Brooks" <ant@ispa.org.za>, "Regulatory Working Group
& Advisor: Dominic Cull" <dominic@ispa.org.za>, "FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov" <fsb@fsb.ru>

EoP Applicants and Observers:
CC: ICANN: via Beijing China Office (queries.beijingec@icann.org), IAP: IAP Office (om@iapassociation.org), Derk Kuipers: Secretary General (sg@iap-association.org), Rasmus Wandall:
IAP General Counsel (GC@iap-association.org), Artist Taxi Driver: Chunky Mark
(chunkymark1974@yahoo.com); Spartacus: John Simkin (john@spartacus-educational.com); The
Canary: Kerry-anne Mendoza (kerryanne@thecanary.co); Islamic Center for Research and
Academics: Waqar Akbar Cheema (callingchristians@gmail.com); Anjem Choudary: via UK:
Society of Muslim Lawyers (info@aml.org.uk)
CC: MWeb GM Operations: Ettiene Cloete (etcloet@mweb.com); MWeb Legal Dept
(legal@mweb.com); ISPA: Internet Service Providers Association (queries@ispa.org.za); Board of
Directors: Head of Legal: Mike Silber (mike@ispa.org.za); Secretariat Advisor: Ant Brooks
(ant@ispa.org.za); Regulatory Working Group & Advisor: Dominic Cull (dominic@ispa.org.za);
CC: FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov (fsb@fsb.ru); NSA: Adm Mike Rogers (info@nsa.gov)
EoP Internet Access Re: MWeb & ISPA; EoP Corr: ICANN, IAP, Artist Taxi Driver,
Spartacus, Canary, ICRAA, A Choudary
Restored Internet Access:
My internet access was restored by Clive Johnstone via John Doe; in full on 11 August 2016; but
is being partially restricted by me; with regard to (i) MILINT Remote Formatting Alterations;
(ii) 03 July MWeb blocking of EoP Clerk email account; (iii) ISPA: EoP and WiP; or WiP only?

MILINT Remote Formatting Alterations:
As noted in 05 Aug 2016 1:49 correspondence : Updates RE: MWeb Legal Dept Notice of
immediate termination of Clive Johnstone ADSL account by 14:00 hrs on 05 Aug; there were
some remote formatting alterations to various EoP v WiP NWO negotiation documents with
regard to discussions with MWeb and ISPA; presumably from NSA and/or FSB military
intelligence entities; where particular paragraphs or emails had been reformatted from original
black text to blue and others grey.
On subsequent days, some of those reformatted coloured paragraphs went from blue to green;
and then green to orange; and another went from blue to green to turquoise; the grey one’s
remained grey. The observations and interpretations were updated at UJMC-SF44: 05 Aug:
Remote Formatting Alterations.

03 July MWeb blocking of email & ISPA: EoP & WiP; or WiP only:

In the absence of MWeb reactivating the EoP Acting Clerk andreamuhrrteyn email account
with its password -- as detailed in EoP Applicants: MWeb [PDF] -- it is not possible to ascertain
whether my interpretation -- that military hackers who blocked it would reinstate it; when they
choose to do so -- was accurate or not.
There has been no response from ISPA clarifying whether ISPA services are for EoP and WiP
culture members or WiP only; as per correspondence submitted to them on 02 August 2016 2:15
PM Re: Draft Suggestion to ISPA: Req Alt.Dispute Resolution Info: Summary of Issues in
dispute with MWeb Abuse & Legal Dept; as detailed in (i) EoP: MWeb [PDF]; (ii) EoP v WiP
NWO negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: ISPA: Internet Service Providers
Association.
Consequently I have not yet ordered a new email account with an alternative ISPA services
provider. Instead I opened this temporary GMail email account.
I am in the process of drafting documents to submit to Magistrate Torlage; for his consideration
and feedback to myself and Clive and Ann Johnstone.

EoP 'Only Problem left worth solving' submission to ICANN & Intn'l Association
of Prosecutors
At the time of receiving MWeb legal departments email announcing that they were
terminating their account with Clive Johnstone; I was busy with preliminary research to file a
submission to ICANN: Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers; copied to
International Association of Prosecutors [PDF]: General Counsel: Rasmus Wandall.
The EoP submission to ICANN submission was a suggestion to draft Internet Service
Providers worldwide into cooperating to help notify their internet clients and the planets
citizens of the importance of non-violently cooperating to help solve the Tragedy of the
Commons inevitable nuclear war environmental collapse problem that’s the only problem left
that’s worth solving; to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contact:
“This tragic [— environmental collapse — at the end of which we are left without a
home, having rendered Earth (our home planet) uninhabitable] outcome may not be
unavoidable. And if it is not unavoidable, then that's about the only problem left that's
worth solving. The solution can be almost arbitrarily expensive in both life and
treasure. I would humbly suggest that it's worth all the money in the world, plus a few
billion lives, because if a solution isn't found, then that treasure and those lives are
forfeit anyway. A solution for avoiding the sixth stage must be found, but I don't know
what that solution would look like.”
EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation is the military necessity mutual coercion last
resort option of the Ecology of Peace NWO social contract options. It provides a legal
blueprint for how to legally, militarily, politically and economically implement an
Ecology of Peace international law social contract; to enable immediate orderly and
humane deindustrialization and massive depopulation measures.
--EoP v WiP NOW Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: 29 Apr: Club
Orlov.

A draft copy of the correspondence to ICANN & IAP is in: EoP Applicants: ISPA & MWeb Block
[PDF]

EoP Email correspondence to: Artist Taxi Driver, Spartacus, The Canary, ICRAA,
Anjem Choudary:
The 21 Aug 2016 correspondence to Artist Taxi Driver, Spartacus, The Canary, ICRAA: Islamic
Center for Research and Academics, and Anjem Choudary; Subject: PM Theresa May or Anjem
Choudary is irrelevant if British oligarchy & people not interested in EoP root cause problem
solving; provides an Ecology of Peace multitasking perspective and interpretation response on
some issues raised in Spartacus: Leon Trotsky and Jeremy Corbyn's Labour Party; The
Canary: The Taxi Driver’s message to Sadiq Khan on his betrayal of Jeremy Corbyn; Islamic
Center for Research and Academics: Explained: Hadith about eating in one or seven intestines.
A copy of the correspondence to Artist Taxi Driver, Spartacus, The Canary, ICRAA: Islamic
Center for Research and Academics, and Anjem Choudary is in: EoP Applicants: ISPA & MWeb
Block [PDF]
**
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in: (i) EoP Applicants [PDF]: All; (ii) EoP
Applicants: Req Asst Counsel: FSB-NSA [PDF]: MWeb; (iii) EoP Axis: UK v Anjem Choudary
[PDF]; (iv) EoP Axis: Intnl Lawyers [PDF]: IAP; (v) EoP v WiP NWO negotiations: Comments
Correspondence [PDF]: Artist Taxi Driver, Spartacus, The Canary, ICRAA: Islamic Center for
Research and Academics; ICANN.
Respectfully
Lara Johnstone aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042 George East 6539 RSA
GMC 4643-13 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

=============================

<no-reply@icann.org>
Date: Sun, Aug 21, 2016 at 5:43 PM
Subject: A new case has been created - 00229153
To: "eop.miled.clerk@gmail.com" <eop.miled.clerk@gmail.com>
From: New gTLD Customer Service

Dear EoP MILED Clerk:
Thank you for contacting ICANN Global Support. 00229153 Case has been created to
address your inquiry. A member of the ICANN Global Support Team will contact you.
This case has the following information:

Subject: EoP Internet Access Re: MWeb & ISPA; EoP Corr: ICANN, IAP, Artist Taxi Driver,
Spartacus, Canary, ICRAA, A Choudary
Description: EoP Applicants and Observers:
[..]
Kind regards,
ICANN Global Support
Email: globalsupport@icann.org
DISCLAIMER: This email is for information only and does not represent all requirements and criteria that the applicant must
satisfy. ICANN is not providing legal, financial, business or any other kind of advice. This email does not represent a
modification to the Applicant Guidebook, or the terms and conditions to the new gTLD program. This email also does not
represent a waiver of any ICANN policy, procedure or agreement. In the event that any information provided in this email
appears to be inconsistent with any information published elsewhere by ICANN, please do not rely on this email without
confirmation or clarification from ICANN.

********************PLEASE DO NOT DELETE********************
Thread ID: ref:_00Dd0huNE._500d0usSjf:ref
You must include this text in any reply to this email. Thank you.
********************PLEASE DO NOT DELETE********************
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Date: Wed, Sep 14, 2016 at 11:29 PM
From: EoP MILED Clerk
To: Chernaik v Brown Parties [PDF]
CC: UNFCCC: UN Framework Convention on Climate Change; GMACCC: Global Military Advisory Board on
Climate Change [PDF]; EoP Applicants [PDF]: James Cartwright & Peter Olsen
Subject: EoP Neg: Chernaik v Brown; CC: UNFCCC; GMACCC; EoP App: J Cartwright, P Olsen.

From: EoP MILED Clerk <eop.miled.clerk@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Sep 14, 2016 at 11:29 PM
Subject: EoP Neg: Chernaik v Brown; CC: UNFCCC; GMACCC; EoP App: J Cartwright, P Olsen.
To: "Crag Law Ctr: Chris Winter" <chris@crag.org>, Tanya Crag <tanya@crag.org>, Courtney Johnson
<courtney@crag.org>, "Hutchinson Cox Coons Orr Sherlock: Liam Sherlock" <lsherlock@eugenelaw.com>, Our Children’s Trust <info@ourchildrenstrust.org>, Julia Olson <julia@ourchildrenstrust.org>,
"Blue River Law: Elisabeth Holmes" <eli.blueriverlaw@gmail.com>, "Chernaik Amicus Counsel: Bob
Doppelt" <bdoppelt@uoregon.edu>, "Center for Food Safety: Elisabeth Holmes"
<eholmes@centerforfoodsafety.org>, "Western Env Law Center: Peter Frost" <frost@westernlaw.org>,
Steven Thiel <smthiel33@gmail.com>, "Amicus Experts: Columbia Earth Inst: James Hansen"
<jimehansen@gmail.com>, "Oregon Climate Change Research Inst: Philip Mote"
<pmote@coas.oregonstate.edu>, "ECONorthwest: Ernie Niemi" <niemi@eugene.econw.com>, "Governor
Brown: DoJ: Solicitor General: Anna Marie Joyce" <anna.joyce@doj.state.or.us>, Inge D Wells
<Inge.D.Wells@doj.state.or.us>, Paul Smith <paul.l.smith@doj.state.or.us>
Cc: General Enquiries <secretariat@unfccc.int>, INet Info & Support <ccinet@unfccc.int>, FTC
Environment Facility <GEFModule@unfccc.int>, FTC National Comm <NCModule@unfccc.int>, UNFCCC
Statements <Cop21Cmp11Protocol@unfccc.int>, RNLMC Kees Homan <choman@clingendael.nl>, "NL:
Maj. Piet Wit" <wit@syzygy.nl>, "BIPSS: Maj.Gen. ANM Muniruzzaman" <muniruzzaman@gmail.com>,
"USMC: F.Brig.Gen Stephen A. Cheney" <events@americansecurityproject.org>, GMACCC Press
<press@gmaccc.org>, "General James Cartwright USMC Ret." <jcartwright@csis.org>, "Legal Counsel:
Greg Craig" <gregory.craig@skadden.com>, "LtCol Peter F. Olsen USAF" <peter.olsen@us.af.mil>

TO: Oregon: Chernaik v. Brown:
CC: UNFCCC: UN Framework Convention on Climate Change:
CC: GMACCC: Global Military Advisory Board on Climate Change:
CC: EoP Applicants: James Cartwright & Peter Olsen
Oregon: Chernaik v. Brown:
Crag Law Ctr: Chris Winter (chris@crag.org); Tanya Crag (tanya@crag.org); Courtney Johnson
(courtney@crag.org); Hutchinson Cox Coons Orr Sherlock: Liam Sherlock (lsherlock@eugenelaw.com); Our Children’s Trust (info@ourchildrenstrust.org); Julia Olson
(julia@ourchildrenstrust.org); Blue River Law: Elisabeth Holmes (eli.blueriverlaw@gmail.com);
Chernaik Amicus Counsel: Bob Doppelt (bdoppelt@uoregon.edu); Center for Food Safety:
Elisabeth Holmes (eholmes@centerforfoodsafety.org); Western Env Law Center: Peter Frost
(frost@westernlaw.org); Steven Thiel (smthiel33@gmail.com); Amicus Experts: Columbia Earth
Inst: James Hansen (jimehansen@gmail.com); Oregon Climate Change Research Inst: Philip
Mote (pmote@coas.oregonstate.edu); ECONorthwest: Ernie Niemi (niemi@eugene.econw.com);
Bob Doppelt (bdoppelt@uoregon.edu); Governor Brown: DoJ: Solicitor General: Anna Marie

Joyce (anna.joyce@doj.state.or.us); Inge D Wells (Inge.D.Wells@doj.state.or.us); Paul
Smith (paul.l.smith@doj.state.or.us)
UNFCCC: UN Framework Convention on Climate Change:
General Enquiries (secretariat@unfccc.int); Secretariat (secretariat@unfccc.int); INet Info &
Support (ccinet@unfccc.int); FTC Environment Facility (GEFModule@unfccc.int); FTC National
Comm (NCModule@unfccc.int); UNFCCC Statements (Cop21Cmp11Protocol@unfccc.int)
GMACCC: Global Military Advisory Board on Climate Change:
RNLMC Kees Homan (choman@clingendael.nl); NL: Maj. Piet Wit (wit@syzygy.nl); BIPSS:
Maj.Gen. ANM Muniruzzaman (muniruzzaman@gmail.com); USMC: F.Brig.Gen Stephen A.
Cheney (events@americansecurityproject.org); GMACCC Press (press@gmaccc.org)
EoP Applicants:
General James Cartwright USMC Ret. (jcartwright@csis.org); Legal Counsel: Greg Craig
(gregory.craig@skadden.com); LtCol Peter F. Olsen USAF (peter.olsen@us.af.mil)
EoP Neg: Chernaik v Brown; CC: UNFCCC; GMACCC; EoP App: J Cartwright & P
Olsen.
This is a multitasking correspondence: transparency notice to inform (a) all recipients who may
not be aware of Ecology of Peace v Masonic War is Peace negotiations; of such negotiations; (b)
provide Chernaik v Brown with Ecology of Peace legal perspective observations and suggestions
for your and your clients consideration.

Ecology of Peace observations and suggestions: Re: Chernaik v Brown.
EoP culture summary interpretation of Chernaik application and supporting Amicus
arguments: The Chernaik complaint [PDF] seeks a declaration from the Oregon court – or
ultimately United States Supreme Court – that Oregon’s Governor and State officials have
violated their duties to uphold the public trust and protect the State's atmosphere as well as the
water, land, fishery, and wildlife resources from the impacts of climate change; by establishing
and enforcing adequate limitations on the levels of greenhouse gas emissions that will reduce
the level of carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere to provide a livable future for the
plaintiffs and all youth in Oregon.
The Chernaik application and supporting Amicus arguments – however well intended – (a) fail
to clearly in simple language any village idiot citizen can understand; clarify that the root cause
of any and all secular or theocratic State’s failure to protect the atmosphere as well as the
water, land, fishery, and wildlife resources from the impacts of climate change; are the ‘right to
breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits clauses of the
Masonic War is Peace international law social contract’; (b) ignore Tragedy of the
Commons principles; namely that the ultimate outcome of ‘Environmental law’ that does not
clearly and explicitly restrict procreation and consumption to ecological carrying capacity limits;
enabling breeding and/or consumption loophole for one cheater; is nuclear war.
"The difficult part of this is at least until now, certainly we have had a sufficient
reservoir of natural resources, intellectual capacity to adapt, you name it, so we have
stayed on the front side of that curve, for the most part, as a planet. But what happens
when you put a financial crisis with a climate problem; with a weapon of mass

destruction? Do you get to the point where you are at the so-called Tipping Point? Where
is that tipping point? How close are we today versus our ability to adapt? ..... So for me,
in my career, we've gone from worrying about the potential of losing a nation state to a
war; to the so-called cold war of Mutual Assured Destruction; to a world today, where
unfortunately today in forums like these we hear the words 'species ending'." -- General
James Cartwright, Vice Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff: Leading Organizational
Changes to Meet New Challenges; John Hopkins: Carey Business School: Leaders
and Legends; 16 October 2008. Infographic: 16-09-08-JamesCartwrightLeadersLegends [Info]

Consequently, even if the United States Supreme Court overdose on LSD overnight; and issue
the Chernaik requested declaratory order, tomorrow; the declaratory order may as well be
printed on toilet paper, for – in a socio-cultural, religious and legal environment that considers
non-Europeans as cognitively incapable of a sincere and honest conversation about responsible
freedom procreation, as detailed extensively in among others: EoP Axis: Van Jones [PDF], EoP
PoW: Anti-War, Disclosure & Race Relations Experts [PDF] – it will not provide on the ground
State officials with the ability to do what needs to be done; to lawfully implement humane,
transparent and orderly deindustrialization and depopulation; which is what is required for the
protection of the planets remaining natural resources; and healing of the destroyed natural
resources.
If or when the Chernaik Applicants amend their application to request the Court to issue a
declaratory order that (a) clearly in simple language any village idiot citizen can understand;
clarifies that the root cause of all Nation States failure to protect the atmosphere as well as the
water, land, fishery, and wildlife resources from the impacts of climate change; are the ‘right to
breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits clauses of the
Masonic War is Peace international law social contract’; (b) grants declaratory legal and
community support to State Governors and the President to officially and publicly begin
International negotiations – by adopting any of the Ecology of Peace New World Order
Negotiations social contract options used individually or in select combination or collectively; or
other more suitable options – to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social
contract; that shall (i) abolish the root ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for
ecological carrying capacity limits clauses of the Masonic War is Peace international law social
contract’ causes of planetary resource depletion in all nations; affecting the future of all youths
of all races, classes, religions in all nations; and (ii) replace them with Ecology of Peace clauses
that require all of the worlds citizens from all races, classes and religions to procreate and
consume below ecological carrying capacity limits; and anyone convicted of breeding and/or
consumption violations shall be eliminated from the planetary genepool; (c) then Chernaik
Applicants shall sincerely demonstrate their willingness to cooperate with their Nation State
Officials to implement an international law social contract enabling State Officials to embark
upon honourable, transparent and humane international cooperative de-industrialization and
depopulation of the planet to return to living in accordance to ecological carrying capacity
limits; thereby enabling the protection of planetary resources for all species, including those
who call themselves ‘humans’.

Summary: EoP v WiP Negotiations:
A detailed overview of EoP v WiP Negotiations can be found in EoP Acting Clerk’s EoP PoW's –
v– Nobel Committee & Peace Laureates et al documentation. A summary can be found in EoP
Acting Clerk correspondence to International Criminal Court Judges [PDF: 29 Dec 2015]; which

includes details of EoP procreation and consumption below ecological carrying capacity
suggested clauses.
A less formal Ecology of Peace culture submission was also made to US Army Reserve
Command: Ft Bragg [PDF] which clarifies EoP culture answers with regard to EoP v WiP
culture issues in dispute: Revolution in Military and Legal Ethics: Defining just and unjust
actions in war and military conflict: the operative question: Whom should the military kill? Put
differently: In terms of ecological overshoot resource depletion tipping points and resource
conflict – all nations on Earth’s national resource lifeboats are not only full; but shrinking. So
now the decision is not ‘which immigrants to let in’ but ‘which citizens should be removed from
the lifeboat aka national genepool. How should they be removed; how many should be removed;
by whom and when should they be removed’?
EoP v WiP negotiations are updated at: MILED Clerk Notice.
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in: (i) EoP Applicants [PDF]: James
Cartwright and Peter Olsen; (ii) EoP Axis: Cop 21 [PDF]; (iii) EoP v WiP NWO
Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: OR: Chernaik v Brown.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: EoP MILED Clerk
To: FSB: Gen Bortnikov & NSA: Adm Rogers [PDF]
CC: Weebly [PDF]; EoP Applicants [PDF]: Tim McVeigh & James Cartwright
Date: Mon, Sep 26, 2016 at 5:13 PM
Subject: FSB & NSA Andreas Lubitz Fuck Ecology of Peace Reality Intelligence WiP Airlines. CC: Weebly.

From: EoP MILED Clerk <eop.miled.clerk@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Sep 26, 2016 at 5:13 PM
Subject: FSB & NSA Andreas Lubitz Fuck Ecology of Peace Reality Intelligence WiP Airlines. CC: Weebly.
To: "FSB: Gen Bortnikov" <fsb@fsb.org>, "NSA: Adm Mike Rogers" <info@nsa.gov>
Cc: "Weebly CEO: David Rusenko" <david@weebly.com>, Weebly Office <info@weebly.com>, Timothy
McVeigh <truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com>, "General James Cartwright USMC Ret."
<jcartwright@csis.org>

FSB & NSA:
FSB: Gen Bortnikov (fsb@fsb.org); NSA: Adm Mike Rogers (info@nsa.gov);
Weebly:
CC: Weebly CEO: Chief Executive Officer: David Rusenko (david@weebly.com)
CTO: Chief Technology Officer: Chris Fanini & COO: Chief Operating Officer: Dan Veltri
Via Weebly Office (info@weebly.com)
EoP Applicants:
Timothy McVeigh (truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com); General James Cartwright USMC Ret.
(jcartwright@csis.org)
Gen Bortnikov & Adm Rogers:
FSB & NSA Andreas Lubitz Fuck Ecology of Peace Reality Intelligence WiP
Airlines. CC: Weebly.
If or when there are any individuals in the FSB and/or NSA aka Andreas Lubitz Fuck Ecology
of Peace Reality WiP Airlines who give a sincere fuck about the implementation of an Ecology of
Peace international law social contract -- which is very fucking doubtful considering that they
either directly or psychotronically indirectly manipulated the deletion of the sqswans and tygae
pages hosted on Weebly; but I could be wrong – (a) decide you sincerely give a buck stops here
fuck about implementing an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; and (b) find a
website hosting corporation whose hosting policies include appreciation for publishing of ‘buck
stops here problem solving focused free speech readyroom – aka Gen James Cartwright US
Strategic Command 01-02-03 -- like information; let me know and I can setup a new Ecology of
Peace website and publish at least a summary of the Ecology of Peace social contract options
documents there.
Two hundred years ago Napoleon designed a command and control system for military
forces to work out the ambiguity of information. We've pretty much left it alone. Its still
here. So how do you start to change a system that starts at the bottom of one cylinder,
moves to the top over and down and up again. I know it sounds familiar because every
bureaucracy basically does that and the size of the Headquarters is directly relevant to

the amount of ambiguity that you are dealing with and you're trying to wash it out.
Unfortunately if you put a line of people together in junior high school and they tell a
secret at one end, what comes out at the end, doesn't often have any relevance to the
problem you are trying to solve. That was the activity that pushed me that pushed me to
see what was out there, to challenge the culture to move to the three week problem, not
the thirty year problem. .... What tools will have the greatest leverage, the quickest. At
the end of the day, that is what we are looking for. So those were the types of things we
were looking for. Its not just blogging, but it became the most leveraging tool of them all.
.... The speed of informing someone, bringing key relevant information was so much
quicker in this environment, than it was in a phone conference.
If you decide to enter into a conversation... as a senior person, in at least rank, you can be
globally stupid, and you can do it very quickly and if that bothers you, then you are going
to have to toughen up the hide. In the military structure, that is something that is a
paradigm shift. But if you can't stand being globally stupid once ni a while, this is not the
space for you. The other piece was that people in the rank structure worried that they
would somehow breach it, and you would have inappropriate comments. What we did
was that we turned it into -- for an aviator what was called a ready room -- where we
have an environment, where for training purposes we wash off the rank stuff; and it is
brutal. And we just turned this environment into that; and it is brutal. If you are
misbehaving it gets policed so quickly. That the downside that we have found is
extremely small. The upsides are the intellectual capital, the speed to which you gain
information; and context for decisions, and planning and execution. I have not found
anything that comes close, not even close. Many people use this for many reasons, I can
focus on the enemy, got that, can focus on higher headquarters, and the organization can
turn on a 24 hour clock, very very quickly. .... the conversation is going in real time; you
can get to a decision; you can understand the parameters of your problem, very quickly.
It is perfect information. No. Do you understand the pedigree of the data that you are
dealing with? No. Welcome to real life. If I had perfect data. If I understood the pedigree
of all that data I might be able to make a better decision; but it would be perfectly
irrelevant; because the time would have passed. We get paid to take risk, to manage the
risk. Having no information is a lot worse than having a broad array of information; that
you start to understand the error of the bar, and you get good context; and then you
make the best decision that you can.

On behalf of individuals at the NSA and FSB whom I gave the benefit of the doubt they were
sincere; I have been Ecology of Peace stupid now for over 15 years, 24 hours, 7 days a week, 365
days a year.
In Your Goddamn fucking face Buck stops here stupid, not ‘fuck honour plausible deniability
pretend I give a fuck about my nations national security intelligence stupid’ or Donald
Trump ‘smart person in idiot clothing’ stupid.
“His stupidity is refreshing to the really stupid. Now he's either really stupid or there is
something else more interesting happening. The story is that Trump has fallen in love
with his own bullshit. Limbaugh is an idiot in smart people's clothing. Donald Trump is
the opposite. A smart person in idiot clothing.” – Donald Trump Theory Pranking
us All.

Besides Demian Johnson and Michael Martin I don’t know anyone who thinks anything I have
had to say to them is relevant and worthy of their sincere consideration; and worthy of a buck
stops here response.

Besides Demian who is in prison in California and Michael whom I don’t know where he is; I am
unaware of anyone who considers any of the Ecology of Peace ideas to be remotely relevant
enough to them to engage me in a sincere buck stops here enquiry about any possible errors; or
their implementation.
There was a time when I thought individuals in Israel gave a fuck about the implementation of
an Ecology of Peace international law social contract. It would appear that I was wrong. For 15
years I have given the FSB and NSA the benefit of the doubt that there are individuals in your
organizations who give a fuck about implementing an Ecology of Peace international law social
contract. That benefit of the doubt working hypothesis gets dimmer by the day.
I have not come across a magistrate or judge who considered Ecology of Peace principles and
evidence remotely relevant for consideration in their legal deliberations, most of them not even
relevant enough to be accepted as a party into the court record of the proceedings. Nor has any
party to any court proceeding; that I have been accepted into; informed the court that they
consider any EoP culture evidence I have to say relevant, whether they agree or don’t agree; and
worthy of the courts consideration.
So there is fuck all need for me to worry about making some decision to ‘be relevant’ to some
fuck honour Masonic War is Peace asshole pretending to be worried about solving some fuck
honour Masonic War is Peace problem; for his fuck honour corporate cocksucking fanclub.
Put simply there is fuck all reason for me to worry about being ‘irrelevant’. I have fuck all
concern about Masonic War is Peace insincere fake ‘relevance’.
Ecology of Peace ideas don’t worry about being irrelevant; cause they are the finite resources
ecology rules of law of any planet with finite resources. If man refuses to apply those Ecology of
Peace laws to man’s socio-cultural laws; in terms of procreation and consumption below
ecological carrying capacity laws; then man’s laws allowing for procreation and consumption
above ecological carrying capacity limits; man’s decision to consider Ecology of Peace laws
‘irrelevant’ shall have the same effect as man’s decision to walk off a cliff without a parachute
and to demand that ‘gravity laws’ don’t apply to him. Carrying Capacity – like Gravity don’t
give a fuck about whether man thinks ‘finite resource carrying capacity’ and ‘gravity’ laws are
‘relevant’ or ‘irrelevant’ to man’s existence.
EoP v WiP negotiations used to be updated at: MILED Clerk Notice.
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented at: SQSwans PRH: EoP Tygae & SQSwans
sites hosted on Weebly unavailable.
If Weebly decide they give a fuck about supporting the publishing of ‘buck stops here problem
solving focused free speech readyroom’; a copy of this correspondence shall be documented and
available at: (i) EoP Applicants [PDF]: Timothy McVeigh; James Cartwright; (ii) FSB & NSA
[PDF]; (iii) Weebly [PDF].
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA

GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: EoP MILED Clerk
Date: Mon, Nov 28, 2016 at 9:10 PM
To: David Petraeus
CC: EoP App: Current & Former; Observers; Donald Trump, Michael Flynn, Donald McGahn, NSA & FSB.
Subject: EoP NTE GMA US Pres Notice to David Petraeus Re: Donald Trump Sec of State Offer.

From: EoP MILED Clerk <eop.miled.clerk@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Nov 28, 2016 at 9:10 PM
Subject: EoP NTE GMA US Pres Notice to David Petraeus Re: Donald Trump Sec of State Offer.
To: David Petraeus <david.petraeus@kkr.com>
Cc: Steven Anderson <sanderson@gorelyant.com>, Stan McChrystal <stan@mcchrystalgroup.com>,
Nanette Derenzi <nderenzi@jeffersonconsulting.com>, James Cartwright <jcartwright@csis.org>, Dana
Pittard <dana.j.pittard.mil@mail.mil>, Herbert Raymond McMaster <herbert.r.mcmaster.mil@mail.mil>,
"NSA: Adm Mike Rogers" <info@nsa.gov>, "FSB: Gen Bortnikov" <fsb@fsb.ru>, Donald Trump 2016
<info@donaldtrump.com>, "Counsel: Donald F McGahn" <dmcgahn@jonesday.com>, Lt Gen Michael
Flynn <zulutym@gmail.com>, Michael Flynn Jnr <mgflynn83@gmail.com>, Timothy McVeigh
<truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com>, "DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy McVeigh"
<nsd.public@usdoj.gov>, Kremlin Press Office <press_office@prpress.gov.ru>

TO: David Petraeus
CC: EoP Applicants; Current & Former; Observers
CC: Donald Trump, Gen Michael Flynn, Donald McGahn
CC: NSA Adm Mike Rogers & FSB: Gen Alexander Bortnikov:
David Petraeus:
David Petraeus (david.petraeus@kkr.com)
Former EoP Applicants:
Brigadier General Steven Anderson (sanderson@gorelyant.com); Stan
McChrystal (stan@mcchrystalgroup.com); Vice Admiral Nanette Derenzi
(nderenzi@jeffersonconsulting.com); General James Cartwright USMC Ret.
(jcartwright@csis.org);
Observers:
Major General Dana Pittard (dana.j.pittard.mil@mail.mil); Major General Herbert Raymond
McMaster (herbert.r.mcmaster.mil@mail.mil);
NSA Adm Mike Rogers & FSB: Gen Alexander Bortnikov:
NSA: Adm Mike Rogers (info@nsa.gov); FSB: Gen Bortnikov (fsb@fsb.ru)
Donald Trump, Gen Michael Flynn:
Donald Trump 2016 (info@donaldtrump.com); Counsel: Donald F McGahn
(dmcgahn@jonesday.com); Lt Gen Michael Flynn (zulutym@gmail.com), TC: Michael Flynn Jnr
(mgflynn83@gmail.com)
EoP Applicants:

Timothy McVeigh (truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com); CC: DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco:
RE: Timothy McVeigh (nsd.public@usdoj.gov); President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press
Office (press_office@prpress.gov.ru).
David Petraeus:
EoP NTE GMA US Pres Notice to David Petraeus Re: Donald Trump Sec of State
Offer.
According to the Chicago Tribune: Donald Trump to meet David Petraeus as secretary of state
fight continues:
President-elect Donald Trump is considering retired General David Petraeus to be
secretary of state and plans to meet with the former CIA director Monday in New York,
according to a senior official with the transition.
A top transition official said that many in Trump’s camp support having Petraeus fill the
position. Trump is “inclined" to pick Petraeus, according to the official, yet he is weighing
whether it’s a good idea to have two retired generals heading the State Department and
Pentagon. General James Mattis has been under consideration to lead the Defense
Department.

The article does not clarify whether your discussions with Donald Trump occurred prior or
subsequent to 26 Nov: NSA & FSB, EoP Axis, EoP App: EoP MILED Clerk Tells Donald Trump
to Answer EoP or WiP Q by Dec 5.
Irrespective: the NTE GMA US President position shall be kept available for you; until
midnight 30 November 2016; if you publicly decline Donald Trump’s Secretary of State offer.
Alternatively if you are offered and accept Donald Trump’s Secretary of State offer prior
thereto; the NTE GMA US President position shall be transferred to General Stanley
McChrystal.
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented at (i) EOP NWO SCO: EoP Applicants:
Timothy McVeigh, Vladimir Putin; Former: David Petraeus; Steven Anderson, Stan
McChrystal, Nanette Derenzi, James Cartwright, Observers: Dana Pittard, Herbert Raymond
McMaster; Request Assistance of Counsel: FSB & NSA; NTE GMA US President; (ii) EoP v WiP
NWO Neg: Donald Trump, Michael Flynn, Donald McGahn.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

